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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this document is to p_esent the results of the
study for NASA Goddard contract NAS5-15208. The principle purpose of
this study was to compile and analyze pyrotechnic shock data from the
aerospace industry to provide a single reference for shock data, and to
develop an understanding of the parameters involved. The study consisted
of the following:
A) Compilation of reduced pyrotechnic shock data representative
of aerospace systems.
B) Definition of distinctive characteristics of pyrotechnic
shock transients.
C) Evaluation of the quality of typically available pyrotechnic
shock data.
D) Rezommendation of measurement system(s) for ground test
and flight.
E) l_paratlon of guidelines defining design information
applicable to structure and/or equipment design.
F) Recommendation of test sin_lation techniques.
G) Classification of pyrotechnic systems as to the nature of
resulting shock and/or damaging effects.
H) Evaluation of the effects of structural configuration and
materials on resultlng shock characteristics.
I) Formulatlon of a follow-on research program.
J) Application of shock propagation theory.
K) Ground test program.
A total of 2837 measuranmnts were compiled and reduced and are
presented in the data Volumes II through V. The data were obtained
from a survey of the aerospace industry and govez_unent agencies and from
a subcontracted effort from Lockheed M_ssiles and Space Company.
Volume I contains a description of the wor|. accomplished and a sunlnary
of the analyses. Volume VI presents a set of guidelines defining de-
sign inforamtion applicable to structure and equipment for designing to
a pyro_echnic shock environment.
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The conclusions of _.hls study are presented in Section 5.1 of this
volume. Recon_nendatlons for future study involve three specific areas;
damage and failure criteria, shock propagation theory and simulation
techniques. An outline for future test programs for these three topics
is given in Section 2.9 of this volume.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
i.I Puypose
The purpose of this report is to present the results and con-
clusions of the study performed under the Contract NAS5-15208, entitled
"Aerospace Systems Pyrotechnic Shock Data (Ground Test and Flight),,,
sponsored by the Test and Evaluation Division of Goddard Bpace Flight
Center.
1.2 Sc_
This final report, contained in six volumes, describes the
results of the work performed, the analyses and the data comp_led during
the course of this study. The specific work performed in the evalua-
tion of pyrotechnic shock data are:
A) Compilation of "reduced" pyrotechnic shock data represen-
tative of aerospace systems.
B) Definition of distinctive characteristics of pyrotechnic
shock transients.
C) Evaluation of the "quality" of typically available
pyrotechnic shock data.
D) Reco,-anendatlon of measvrement system(s) for ground _est
and flight.
E) Preparation of guidelines de'fining design information
applicable to structure and/or equipment design.
F) Recommendation of teat si_,lation techni_les.
G) Classification of pyrotechnic systems as =o the nature of
resulti,lg shock and/or damaging effects.
}0 Evaluation of the effects of structural configuration and
materials on resulting shock characteristics.
I) Formulation of a follow-on research program.
J) Application of shock propagation theory to at least one
class of pyrotechnic systems compiled in the study and
compare results with measured data.
K) Performance of a ground test program utilizing full scale
Titan III structure to provide specific infonnatlon that
will aid in the understanding of basic pyrotechnic shock
transient phenomena.
This report also includes the data and analyses received from Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) as a subcontract to this study.
1.3,_n_
The results of the work performed are included _n Volume I
of this report. Also included is a discussion of the general analyses
performed on the compiled data. Acknowledgement of contributors is
contained in Section 6.3 of Volume I.
The compiled data are contained in Volumes II and III of this re-
port. Volumes IV and V contain the data and analyses subm_.tted by
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company under a subcontract, No. RC9-439031,
"Compilation of Pyrotechnic Data". Volume VI contains the Design
Guidelines Manual, which describes the use of the data and analyses con-
talned in th_s final report, as well as design practices and princlp_es,
as applied to pyrotechnic shock.
2.0 DESCRIPTIONOFWORKPERFORMED
2. I The Co_ilatlon of l_educe d _r0technic Shock Da_a
Repres6ntative of Aerospace Systems
The primary purpose of this effort was to compile pyrotechnic
shock data and to categorize these data as to the type of pyrotechnic
device and the type of st_acture on which the measurements were obtained.
A survey recf_estlng data was distributed to 175 aerospace companies and
government agencies. Thirty of the 73 replies to the survey were able
to contribute reports or papers containing pyrotechnic shock data. In
addition to the survey, personal visits were _,_ade to nine companies to
discuss and collect data. Acknowledgement to the contributors for
their helpful cooperation is made in Section 6.3.
The data contained in the Martin Marietta Corporation files, re-
ceived from the survey and compiled during the ground test performed
under this contract, are presented in Volumes II and III of this final
report. The compiled shock data and analyses received under a subcon.
tract to Lockheed are presented in Volumes IV and V. These four volumes
contain shock spectra for 2837 measurements, including 456 measurements
compiled under the test program performed at Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver Division, and described in Section 2. Ii and 451 measurements
recelved from Lockheed.
In Volumes II and III, an attempt was made to arrange the data as
_o the type of pyrotechnic device and the type of structure on which
the measurements were obtained. The classification scheme for
Volumes II and III is shown in Table I. Notice that the first three
divisions in Table I classify the data as to device, and for each device
there are three classifications of structure. The number given to each
section of data in the first three dl _slons follows the schem_ in
Table I and thus a section number, such as I.A.I, indicates that the
data in that section is for a stn_cture cutting device on a skin-rin K-
frama structure. Table II provides a summary and locations of the data
presented In Volumes II through V.
3
The data in division IV of Volume III contains information from
three extensive test programs on three different space vehicles. Each
test program contains data from several different types of pyrotechnic
devices on a particular vehicle. Division V contains flight data from
four flight programs.
The reports and papers from which the data contained in Volumes II
and III were obtained are listed in Section 6.1 of this volume.
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TABLEI
OUTLINEOFDATACLASSIFICATIONSCHEME
I$
If.
III.
Structure cutting charges (flexible linear shaped charge,
mild detonating fuse, primachord, etc.)
l.A The above pyrotechnic on a skln-rlng-frax0e structure.
I. B The above pyrotechnic on a truss structure.
I. C The above pyrotechnic on a structure other than
truss or skln-rlng-frame.
Explosive nuts and bolts
II.A The above pyrotechnic on a skln-rlng-frame structure.
ll.B The above pyrotechnic on a truss structure.
II. C The above pyrotechnic on a structure other than
truss or skln-rlng-frame.
Cartzid[;e actuated device (pin pullers, bolt cutters,
cable cutters, etc.)
III. A The above pyrotechnic on a skln-rlng-frame structure.
Ill. B The above pyrotechnic on a truss structure.
III. C The above pyrotechnic on a structure othor than
truss or skln-rlng-frame.
Spa_e vehicle test data
Flight pyrotechnic shock data
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2.2 Definition of Distinctive Characteristics of
Pyrotechnic Shock Translent8 Including an
Assessment of Fourier Analyses
2.2.1 Introduction
_|a.
The purpose of this effort was to utilize the compiled data
to determine distinctive characteristics of shock transients including
propagation velocity, frequency characteristics and attenuation of am-
plituoe wi:h distance from the shock source. This effort also included
an _n_Ivsls of shock transients by Fourier techniques and a comparison
of =he resulting Fourier spectra to the corresponding shock spectra.
The characteristics iisced below are discussed in the sectlons which
follow:
2.2.2
Section
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2._
2.2.6
Prop aga tlon ve loci t%
Propag_tio, Velocity
Frequency Characteristics
Equlva]ent Velocity Shock
Attenuation with Distance
Comparison of Fourier and
Shock Spectrum Analyses
The MMC test data has provided information on the propaga-
tion velocity of stress waves in truss and airframe structures. (The
complete discussion and data presentation are contained in Volume II,
Section II.B.I). From these data, the propagation velocity for truss
members is shown in Figure 1 and that for _he Titan III C transtage
skirt in Figure 2. The propagation velocity for a compression wave
in a bar is given by the forvmala
where
E = Young's modulus
_ density of the material
L
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For steel and aluminum, Lhe velocity is approximately 200,000 inches/
second. The values as measured in Figure i for the primary truss
members agree well with the theoretical value. However, Figure 1
illustrates that a compresslonai wave has been transformed to shear wave
when the shock is transmitted from the primary structure to location
7 and 8 on the satellite mounting str_Icture. The velocity of a shear
wave is
T,/here:
G = shear modulus of the material
An STL report, reference 72, describes the determlna=iom of propagation
velocity through a spacecraft structure. Their analys_s indicates that
the propagation velocity is given by the above formula for V
C"
2.2.3 Frequency Characteristics
The MMC test data have been studied for various frequency
effects. The summary below includes a discussion of high frequency,
analog versus digital shock spectra, accelerometer mcuntlng, trancatlon
and DC shift in the time history.
It has been observed in some of the shock spectra for locations
near the shock source that the peak of the spectra might be above the
I0 K Hz range. _is was anticipated from the Inltlal analyses since
in some cases the peak of the shock spectrum was only 30% above the
peak of the acceleration time history. From the shock spectra of a
simple half _ine pulse, a value of at least 60% greater would be ex-
pected. Shock transients recorded at locations I, 2, 3, 5 and 6
(See Section II.B.I of Volume III for a deserlptlon of £he teat and
structure) were analyzed to a frequency of 32 KHz to determine the ex-
tent of high frequency energy present and the effect of intervening
structure on this energy. '[he shock spectra are sh_n In Figures 3
through ]7. (It should be recognized th£t the frequency response of the
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tape recording system was 20 KHz and the data above this frequency is
questionable).
Analyses of these shock spectra indicate that the high frequency
energy (16 - 20 KHz) is predominant near the shock a_Jrce (location I).
As the distance between the transducer and shock source increases,
the effect of intervening structure becomes more evident in the shock
spectra. Comparing shock spectra at location 5 (Figure 12, 13, and
14) to shock spectra at location I, 2 and 3 (Figures 3 through Ii) in-
dicates that the high frequency energy has been attenua=ed and/or
dissipated bv the structure, and structural resonances control the shock
spectra. _lese effects are also indicated by Fourier spectrum analyses
as 3Iscussed in a later section.
Notice that at location 2, longitudinal, (Figure 6) the pre-
dominant frequency is 1600 Hz. This frequency is the same as that
predicted for the first longitudinal mode of the truss member at
loca_ion 2. Howevers high frequency energy is still present.
These spectra were obtained by the use of a Ling SSA-100 analog
shock spectrum analyzer. Figure_ 3, 6 and 12 compare the ranges of
two analyses, I0-i0,000 Hz and 320-32,000 Hz. These indicate good
repeatability of an analog shock spectrum analyzer. The accuracy
and repeatability of a digital silock spectrum analysis depends on the
sample rate utilized.
Gectel and Holland, reference 15, suggest a minimum sample rate
of I0 samples/cycle for the highest frequency of Interest. The ex-
perience gained by MMC in this study corroborates their findings when
performing digital shock spectrum analyses on transient data. The
sample rate for a Fourier spectrum is discussed in S_ctlon 2.2.6.
One other effect on high frequency response should be m_ntioned.
The Endevco 2225 acc_lerometers used in the MMC test are rated as hav-
ing resonance at 80 Kliz. An unpublished paper by G. K. Rasanan,
Martin Marietta Corporation, Orlando, Florida, indicated that an Endevco
2225 mounted on an aluminum block (0.75 x 0.75 x 0.625 high) w_ll have
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a resonance at 27 KHz under shock loading. This checks with the test
data. The data in Figure 3 indicates a second peak around 25 KHz. It
is therefore important to filter an analog time signal before any
digital analyses are performed to avoid the problem of "fold over",
i.e., folding the high frequency energy into the low fre_tency range in
the process of sampling. Ti_e problem of sampling and fold over is dis-
cussed in more detail tn Appendix A.
Another interesting effect has been observed on the shock spectra
obtained from the test data. In the first few experlementa conducted,
the accelerometer blocks near the source of the shock experienced a bond
failure. The failure generally took place within the time for passage
of the first few acceleration pulses. When these time histories are
compared to _:he time histories for the same accelerometer where no fail-
ure has taken place, the failure produces the effect of truncating a,,
acceleration record. _lock spectra were produced for these "truncated"
time histories and compared to the corresponding shock spectra for
the completed time h_story. The surprising effect observed is that a
t_ancated time history often results in a shock spectrum that is very
slmilar to the spectrum for the completed time history. This effect
is shown in Figures 18 and 19 which are data taken from the MMC ground
test.
Figure 19 also indicates that the first pulse contains the high
frequency energy and that the later pulses are due to a resonance
around I000 Hz.
Another effect observed on the ground test dais was the effect
on the resulting shock spectrum of a DC shift in an acceleration record.
The time histories that contain a DC shift large enough to be vlsable
on an oscil_o_raph record wi!l result in a shock spectrum which will
contain a constant accelezat_on level in the low frequency range. On
an acceleration _hock spectrum, a consta_Lt acceleration will be a
horlzona! line. An example of this fs shown in Figure 20. The DC shift
in LL_= acceleration time history was e_zlvalent to 500 8's.
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lV. F. DeVost and P. S. Hughes, reference 3, describe the error
introduced i_l a shock spectrum by a DC shift _n the signal. A positive
shift causes the constant velocity llne to increase while a negative
shift can cause the constant velo_ity portion to appear to be a con-
stant displacement llne by subtracting a DC signal _hat is equivalent
to the velocity change in the signals Recall that a constant velocity
line on an acceleration shock spectrum on logrithmic paper will appear
as a llne of slope one while a co1_stant displacement llne appears as
a llne with slope two.
2.2.4 Equivalent Vel0cit Y Shock
Vigness, in reference 69, suggests that any complex shock
spectrum can be reduced to an equivalent velocity shock spectrum. For
a velocity shock, the resulting acceleration is proportional to the vel-
ocity by the relation
where
a = acceleration in feet per second squared
v = equivalent shock velocity in feet per second
- frequency, radlans/second.
When plotted on a log-log coordinates, this is a family of 45 degree
straight lines, the parameter being the velocity. Figure 21 is a
shock spectrum for location 2, longltudlnal, wi_h equivalent velocity
shock lines superln,posed on it. The numbers are the equivalent velocities
in feet per second. For this particular example, the equivalent ve_clty
line is approximately 1.5 ft/sec. The same basic equivalent veloci=y
line (45 ° llne) can be seen in Figures 3, 6, 12 and 21 thzough 25.
Spectra for simple shock pulses are plotted on four-coordinate graph
paper where the horizontal llne is a constant velocity ilne in Figures 22
through 25.
Values of eqvlvalent velocity shock were estlmated for some of the
_pectra from the g_o_nd test program. Attenuation curves of equivalent
velocity shock with increasing distance from th_ _hock source are plotted
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in Figures 26 through 28. These curves suggest that the equivalent
velocity of a shock spectrum might be an important parameter in various
types of prediction schemes, such as attenuation with distance or damage
potential. One difficulty in using equivalent velocity shock lles in
determing the equivalent velocity llne for the spectrum of a complex
wave. The shock spectra for a number of transients from the ground
=est are plotted on four-coordlnate graph paper and are shown in
Figures 32 through 49. An inspection of these spectra indicates an
area of constant velociLy is present but open to subjective interpretation.
2.2.5 Attenuatiol _ _ith Dis tanc_
The complete set of data from the ground test has been
used for the purpose of finding shock attenuation curves for truss and
cylindrical airframe shell s_ructures. The peak values of the shock
spectra and acceleration time histories were tabulated from the 456
measurements obtained and read into the computer. The data were plotted
as a function of distance from the shock source for each of three axes
at each location. A separate plot for each of the four configurations
along four shock paths on the truss and two shock paths on the skirt was
made. These curves were produced on semilogaritbmlc paper and the best
straight llne drawn through the data points. The slopes of these lines
were determined and are listed in Table IIl and IV. The parameter de-
fining the slope in the tables is the constant in the following
equation!
-_x
y = ae
where _ is measured in (inches) "I
• From these tables, average values
for the type of structure and path represented in the gr_nd test can
be estimated and compared to other curves used in the aerospace in-
dustry. Figure 29 gives attenuation curves obtained from the literature
for comparison purposes. The curve shown for Martin Mmrletta Is the
attenuation curve presently used to predict the am_,litude of shock
spectra. The remain£ng curves have been obtained from the following
sources and are normalized to give percentage att_nuatlon with distance
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from the shock source. Notice that each attenuation curve is normalized
to one for the measurement closest to _he shock source.
i) McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
Shock and Vibration Bulletin #35, Part 6, [966. Peak
acceleration time history attenuation curve for flexible
linear shaped charge (FLSC) on Gemini spacecraft separation
tests.
2) Douglas Aircraft Company
Technical Memorandum &2-260-ABDI-68TM_8, July 1968.
Shock spectrum attenuation cu_;e for flexible linear shaped
charge (FLSC) - on third stage separation of the Saturn.
3) Lockheed Missile and Spacecraft Company
SAE Aeronautic and Space Engineering, 1966. Peak accelera-
tion time history attenuation curve for mild detonating
fuse (_F).
4) North _merican Rockwell Corporation
Shock and Vibration Bulletin #37, Part 4.
Shock spectrum and peak acceleration time history atten-
uation curve through honeycomb material used on the Apollo
service module. The shock was generated by mild detonat-
ing fuse (MDF).
The two curves of McDonnell are for longitudinal and radial directions.
The wide variation of shock attenuation definitely shows the extent of
the influence cf the different structures used in each test.
Figures 30 and 31 contain curves using the data from Tables llI and IV
obtained from the ground tests. These data are p, esented with the
Martin ar_ Lockheed curves for comparison only. Primary structure is
along the path through location I, 2, 3, 5 while secondary structur_
refers to the paths through locations i, 6, 7 and I, 6, 8. (These
locatLons are shownln Section II.B.I, Volume II).
ACCfoals
TABLEIII
SHOCKSPECTR_4ATTE:_UATIO_VAI,UESFROM_{OUNDTEST
O_- V_]ue
Test Configuration Number
Path Location II I llI IV
Number
Long°
Lateral
Vertical
Long.
Radial
Tangential
I-2-3-5 .03 .o35 .o25 .o35
1-z-3-4 .04 .o45 .o35 .oB5
1-6-7 .05 .06 .04 .05
1-6-8 .0:_ .04 .03 .04
1-P-3-5 .C3 .03 .025 .025
1-2-3-4 .03 .03 .025 .025
i-6-7 .05 .04 .035 .04
1-6-8 .04 .03 .03 .035
1-2-3-5 .02 .025 .02 .02
1-2-3-4 .025 .03 .02 .025
1-6-7 .035 .035 .04 .03
I-6-8 .Oj5 .025 .025 .025
12-13-16-18 .04 Ping at Longeron
12-13-15-17 .05 Ring
12-13-16-18 .04
12-13-15-17 .O5
12-13-16-18 .04
12-13-15-17 °06
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TABLEIV
ACCEL£RATIONTIMEHI:_T'ORY
ATTENUATIONVAIZES
ACCAxis Path Location
Number
(_ - VALUE
TESTCONFI]'IRATIONUMBER
II I llI IV
Long° 1-2-3-4
i-2-3-5
1-6-7
1-6-8
•035 .04 .04 °04
•O3 .O35 .O3 .O39
.06 .06 .055 .06
.o4 .o4 .o4 .o4
Lat. 1-3-2-4
1-2-3-5
1-6-7
1-6.-_
.o3 .035 .025 .O3
°o25 .035 .o25 .o25
•o55 .o5 .o5 .o45
.04 .04 .o4 .035
Vert. 1-2-3-4
1-2-3-5
1-6-7
I-6-8
•03 .04 .03 .03
.025 .035 .025 .025
•O5 .O5 .O45 .045
.04 .04 .035 .035
2O
2.2.6 Compariso_ ,of _[ourier and Shock Spec,_ru m Anal_ses
Fourier spectra analyses were perfozmed on the MMC ground
test and are shown in Figures 32 through 49. These Fourier spectra
were plotted with their corresponding shock spectra on four coordinate-
graph paper to provide a comparison between the two spectra. 'l_e
methods of performing the Fourier spectra and shock spectra analyses
are discussed in Appendix A.
Southworth, reference 71, derives the relationship between the
residual shock spectra and the Fourier spectra. (A residual shock
spectrum is the spectrum of maxln_m values that occur after the forcing
function has ceased. This usually controls the low frequency or
velocity shock region of the spectrum). The undamped residual shock
spectrum (d) m_gnltude is proportional to the Fourier spectrum (F(_})r
magnitude and is given by _ d - F(_)
nr
The shock spectra shown in Figures 32 through 49 were derived using a
damping value of 5% (Q = i0). As a result of the damping, the shock
spectra are smoother and usually fail oelow the lourler spectra levels.
The Fourier spectra were analyzed using a sampling rate of
i00,000 samples/second and a length of record of 81.92 m/lliseconds.
The effective frequency bandwidth (resolution) was 12.2 Hz, good to
50 KHz. (Examination of the Fourier spectra indicates energy present
in the 20 KHz region). The Fourier spectra presented in this report
were "smoothed" by averaging eight data points and plotting the results
at the frequency corresponding to the _middle of the eight point range.
The result is approximately equivalent to having a frequency bandwidth
of i00 Hz. The Fourier spectra show very definitely the frequency areas
where e_erly/ is concentrated.
In general, the shock spectra have peaks at the same fr_quencles
that _he Fourier spectra do except that the shock spectra are smoother
and tend to average the peaks over a wider range. H_.¢ever, the shock
spectra glvc better definition in the low frequency range due to the
Isrge bandwidth smoothing _f the Fourier spectra.
Oneobject of the four coordlnate-graph paper is to determine the
trend of a shock spectrum in the areas of constant displacement, velocity
_r accelera=ion. Examination of these shock spec'-ra show a characteris-
tic shape present in all cases. Below 100 Hz, a small area of constant
velocity exists preceeded by a constant acceleration line near I0 Hz,
which c3uld be due to a DC level in the acceleration time history. The
second region is an area of constant displacement e_tendlng from
&pprgxlmately I00 Hz to frequencies below I000 Hz. The third region
is one of conEtant accelazation that is approximately equal to the
peak acceleration measured on the acceler_tlon time history and is
usually reached above i0 KHz.
An examination of the shock and Fourier spectra lesds to the
following conclusions:
i) The shock spectra provide the same frequency information as
do the Fourie= spectra for typical pyrotechnic shock transient_.
2) Yhe four coordlnat_-graph paper readily pre_ents a graphic
display of di3placement, velocity and acceleration controlled
regions of the shock and Fourier spectra.
3) A characteristic constant velocity line is present but its
interpretation is somewhat subjective.
Although the Fourier spectrum appears to offer the _ame information as
does the shock spectnm, Fourier techniques have a great potential con-
slderlng the vast areas of analysi_ that utilize the frequency domain
techniques.
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2.3 Evaluation of the Quality of Typically A_'ailabl_
Pyrotechnic o_hock Data
The objective of this effort is to evaluate the quality of
typically available pyrotechnic shock data by assessing the parameters
affecting the acquisition and reduction of the data. The particular
items considered for such an evaluation are listed below:
Item i - Effective frequency range of the reduced data
(considering the response characteristics of
both the acquisition and reduction systems)
Item 2 - Dynamic range of transducer
Item 3 - Transducer installation and locations
Item 4 - Effect of anomalies
Item 5 - Signal-to-noise ratio
Item 6 - Error tolerance of data reductlom equipment and
misrepresentations in reduced data
Item 7 - Stress/Straln effects on measurement.
From the above llst, Items i, 2, 4 and 5 were selected to be incorporated
into a numerlcal rating scheme which was used to dete_nlne the overall
quality of the available aerospace shock data.
Although the quality of reduced shock data is definitely a function
of both the transducer location and its installation (item 3 above),
it was felt to be impractical to attempt to assign a numerlcal rating
to this parameter.
Adequate installation of an accelerometer is a prerequisite to
obtaining good data. The mounting system, an accelerometer block, for
example, can noticeably alter th_ response characteristics of the
accelerometer; however, the use of a block is frequently required to
mount the accelerome_er with the desired location and orientation.
The topic of transducer mounting is considered in more detail in
Section 2.4, "Recon_neRdatlon of Measurement Systems for Ground Test
and Flight _'. For quality rating purposes, it was noted whether or _ot
a particular measurement involved the use of a block_ but no numerical
rating was assigned. However, if the accelerometer installation failed
during shock testing, an appropriate numerical rating was assigned under
Item 4, "effect of anomal_es".
In ¢on_Iderlng the error tolerances of data reduction equipment,
the survey of available data revealed that the rated plus or minus per
cent e_ror for tape decks, analog computers, analog to digital con-
verters, and digital computers are virtually insignificant when compared
to the error tolerance associated with the repeatability of shock data.
For this reason, data reduction systems were not rated numerically for
erro_ tolerance.
The data compilation did reveal that reduced shcck data is some-
times presented in a manner That is not a true representation of the
data due to the method of reduction. The two most evident examples of
misrepresentations are shock spectra with very coarse frequency in-
crements and digital shock spectra that are carried out to higher
frequencies than _ould be valid according to the digital sampling rate.
Most of the shock spectra compiled involved a frequency increment at
least as fine as three points per octave, which is considered to be
near the minimum frequency resolution required to produce good data.
A study of the effect of sample rate on digital shock spectrum has re-
vealed that the validity of the spectrum tends to dlntfnish for frequencies
above i/I0 the sample rate. Whenever this problem exists, it is account-
ed for in the numerical rating scheme under Item i, ;'Effective frequency
range".
Item 7, "Stress/Strain effects on measurement", was not generally
ascertained from the descrlpti_e information available for the compiled
data. Hence, no equitable rating scheme could be de_erm_ned. The topic
of stress/strain effects on measurement is discussed briefly in
Sectlon 2.4 "Rec_rmnendation of Measurement Systems for Ground Test and
Flight:.
A fornmla for deTerming a numerical quality ra=Ing from 0 (unusable)
to i0 (excellent) has been developed and i_plemented for Items I, 2, 4
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Pand 5. Pr£o_ to the overall rating, there are four intermediate ratings:
I) The rating RI (0-I0) is based on the overall system
_frequeztcy range.
2) The rating R2 (0-i0) is based on the accelerometer shock
capability relative to the shock level being measured,
(dynam:[c rang e)
3) The rating R3 (0-I0) is an evaluation of confidence in the
data while in the presence of measurement anomalies such as
DC - shifts, bond failures, and tape recorder levels being
exceeded.
4) The rating R4 (0-I0) is an _valuatlon of confidence in the
reduced data based on the slgn_l-to-nolse ratio present.
Since a deficiency in any one of the four rated items _I11 result ill a
deficiency in the overall quality of the data, the total rating,
RT (0-i0) _s based on a product of the subsidiary ratings as given by
the equation below.
R T " R 1 x R2 x _ x R4
-103 ---
Table V describes the numerical subratings and Table VI includes
some examples of quality rating for the compiled data.
tlon of the total rating, RT, is indicated below:
8-I0 excellent data
6-8 good data
4-6 average data
2-4 adequate data
1-2 may contain some usable data
0 unusable data
_he intermediate ratings, RI through R4,
below.
The Interpreta-
are discussed in the paragraph,z
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The system frequency response rating, RI_ is based on the fre-
quency to which the data is realtsticall) presented. Several freqIJeneies,
along with their corresponding ratings are presented in Table V to
illustrate how th_s rating varies with frequency. Most pyrotechnic
events are characr_rlzed by frequencies n_/ch higher than 1000 Hz. There-
fore, it was decided that, unless information is presented to substantiate
the relative unimportance of higher frequency Informatlon_ the qual_ty
should be down-rated when being considered for shock data analysis.
The rating R2 will be I0 whenever the accelerometer used for a
partlc,1]ar measurement experiences a g-level that is within the shock
capaoility prescribed by the manufacturer. When the level is at the
limit of the accelecometer, the rating is 8; and when the limit is ex-
ceeded by no more than 20%, a 4 rating is given.
A rating of 10 for R 3 indicates that no anomalleE are as_oclated
with a particular measurement. If an anomaly (i.e., accelerome=er
block bond failure, tape recorder level exceeded, dc shift, etc.)
does exist, ratings less than i0 are given based on the estimated sever-
ity of the particular problem. Adc shlft in a time h_story may appear
rather severe while only affecting the low frequency region of the
corresponding shock spectrum. Since this region of the spectrum is
shifted higher than it would have been in the absence of a dc sh_ft,
the result is conservative. Furthermore, a relatively small dc shift
has little effect on the shock spectrum while the effect of a large dc
shift can often be adjusted out of the shock spectrum by interpolating
a reasonable constant velocity llne (45° llne) to the spectrum's peak.
For these reasons, a dc shift is not rated as severely as might have
been anticipated.
When an accelerometer block near the shock source came unfastened
due co the shock, a rating of 5 was given. Mamy times the bulk of the
shock has passed before the block had t_me to fall off. This phenomenon
is very similar to truncation of the time history. Such tzuncat£on
usually results in a shock spectTdm whose levels have been reduced
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primarily in the low frequencies. This sort of result can generally
be treated with an interpolation scheme similar to that suggested for
de shifts. Hence a rating of 5 is not considered too high.
F£nally_ the slgnal-to-nolse ratio is rated as R4. Table V shows
the ratings assoclated with several slgnal-to-no_se ratios. When no
data Is availabla on the slgnal-to-nolse ratio, a rating of 5* is given.
The final rating is also marked with an asterix to indicate the absence
of information. An example of this is shown in Table V.
The co._plete quality ratings for the data compiled are presented
in tabular form in Appendix B. The average rating for all data, ex-
_ludlng ground test data, is 3.94. The average raking for fllf,_ data
is 1.08, and the averaf;e rating for all Ere,and test data Is 4.06. These
averages indicate that the quality of typically available pyrotechnic
shock test data (ground test) in the aerospace industry is adequate, but
not good. The prlmar_ reasons for the low ratings are that the valld
frequency rgnges of the reduced data are not h_gh enough and that the
siEnal-to-nolse ratios are frequently too low. In general, the freq-
uency range could have been improved by reducing the data over a larger
frequency range or by digitizing the data at a higher sample rate.
However, the slgnal-t_-nolse ratlo problem is one of selecti1_g appro-
priate callbraClon values prior to running a test. Fu:therm0re, current
systems used for measuring and telemetering fllght data are generally
employed to monitor random vibration over a llm_ted frequency range not
sultab!e for shock measurement.
2.4 Rec.on_nendation of Me.as_,rement Systems for Gr_Ind
Test and Fli_ht
The objective of this effor_ was to perfoLrn a study of
available data acqulsitlon/analysis equipment and recolmnend Instrumenta.
tlon systems for ground and fl_ght tests.
2.4. I .General ,Requlrements
Reconlnended requirements for equlpmenC are described and
examples of equipment items which meet thiese requirements are presented.
It should ha recognized that relaxation of certain recommended requ_re-
menCs may be necessary, (particularly for airborne systems), depending
upon particular applications.
The measurement system should have a frequency response which is
flat within + Idb over the frequency range from 5 to 20,000 Hzo Piezo-
electric type accelerometers designed for shock measurements to amplitudes
of up to 20,000 g peak are recommended depending upor the type of
pyrotechnic de_Tice and proximity of the transoucer to the shock source.
Charge amplifiers are reconmmnded because of their frequency response
characteristlcs, relative inspnsltlvlty to cable length, broad dynamic
range, and low noise characterisclcs as compared to voltage amplifiers.
The user should_ recognize, however, _hat consideration must be given to
installation techv_ques and the er,vironment in wblch the system _ust
operate. Temperature effects on transducer, cables, or amplifier re-
sulC_ng in capacitance changes could produce erroneous output signals.
Certain ".ypes of charge amplifiers e_slblt undealrable dc drift charac-
teristics. The drift may be readily compensated for _.hrough slmple
adjustments by a careful user during grouted tests, but could not be
allevlated during fl_ght test measurements. Therefore, a voltage a_-
pilfler could very well be better ._ulced for particular applications.
In suumm_y, the measurement system should be tested and qualifie_ for
the environments applicable for its intended use.
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2.4.2 AccaZero_eter Instal, Zate, on
Hethods of transducer installation vary thrmlghout the
aerospace industry. These include:
a) Bolted accelerometers
b) Bonded accelerometers
c) Accelermueters attached to mounting blocks
which are bolted or bonded to structure.
Several experimenters have investlgated different installation techni-
ques and the effects of mounting methods on transducer performance
characteristics. These are discussed below.
Nagy and Henley (Reference 6.2=42) conducted a study of the effects
of vibration fixture stress concentrations (base-strain effects) on
ring accelerometers. The primary effects observed were in the low
frequency region appllcable to vibration tests; _.owev_r, similar effects
may be applicable for shock measurements.
Velazquez at McDonnell Douglas tried several different attachment
devices before achlecclng mounting integrity for transducers located near
the shock sources during separation tests for the SPARTAN vehicle
(Reference 6.1-2). Th_ final mounting system included the following
elements, (see Figure 117):
a) Oversize (1/4") special stud
b) Two mica washers
c) Spacer
d) Two more ndca washers
t) Metal washer
f) Locknut or drilled a:,_i tapped holes to a=cept
mounting stud.
g) DPM 3279 or Mereco X-305 cement was used between
all moving parts of the installation assembly.
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h) Torque values:
Accelerome=er; 30 inch-pounds. (Studs (or
locknuts); 80 inch-pounds.
i) Accelerometer cables were taped or bonded to structure to
prevent damage from air blast effects.
The mounting system was successful in keeping accelerometers attached
to the structure. The effect on frequency response characteristics
was not reported.
Rasanen (Reference 6.2-52) has investigated the effects of mount-
ing configurations on frequency response characteristics of eccelero-
meter systems. For the configurations studied, the stiffest mounting
is the solid stud with a thin oll film at the transducer structure
interface. Variations in mounting geometry reduce the resonance fre-
quencies from the rated frequencies stated by the manufacturers, and the
reductions are dependent upon the stiffness of the structure on which
the transucer is mounted. Comperlsons 0f the resonance effects for
three different mounting configurations of the same type accelerometer
are shown in Figure 50.
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Data From Figure 4
of Reference 6.2-52
Aluminum Block
0.75 x 0.75 x 0.625 High, Solid Studs
Insulated Stud
Solid Stud
_.gure 50°
| ! I ! I , w
Frequency K Hz
Comparison of Resonance Effects of Mountln_ Configuration for
Endevc o 2225.
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The use of an airborne recorder presents demlrable features in
the approacl, to the problem of storage and recovery. The recorder can
be turned on and off on conmmnd to obtain the shock ovents of interest
and played back st a reduced speed to present the data in a frequency
range compatible with telemetry system capabilities utilized for vibra-
tion data. The primary limitation in this technique is in obtal ing a
recorder capable of being certified to the flight envfronments (part-
Icularly where sterilization is required).
Constant bandwidth FM/FM telemetry equipment is presently avail-
able which will obtain shock data up to 8 KHz. The primary limltatlon
of this technique is the cost and weight penalties azsoclated with the
limited number of channels let transmitter available.
The third method investigated for future application is the use
of airborne memory banks to receive and store shock data. The memory
bank cystem would be triggered by an event such as the ordnance fire
switch. To obtain data to i0 KHz, an analog to digital converter with
a sample rate of i00,000 samples per second would be required. Experience
in pyrotechnic shock has shown that the required total data ac_Isltlon
time (including a finite interval be_ .,an the trigger siena! and shock
pulse arrival) is of the order of I00 milliseconds. Therefore, the
total storage capability required for each channel is on the order of
10,000 data samples. The memory banks for several data channels could
then be unloaded sequentially to a high frequency FM transmitter, or
programmed to unload data at a lower rate co-_nsurate with available
telemetry channels.
For currently available equipment, the recommended flight measure-
ment system should utilize accelerometers, charge amplifiers, and a
constant bat_wldth FM/FM telemetry syste,_ The recommended system is
based on considerations for weight, cost, and the advsn_ages and li_tta-
tlons of the methods investigated. The development of flight measurement
systems for future use shoul¢ include an amplifier with programmable
gain steps and a digital memory system for storage and recovery of the
high frequency shock data.
Further tests reported by Rasanen involved comparisons of resonance
effects observed for the Endevco 2225 and Endevco 2220 accelerometers.
The 2225 has a manufacturer's rated resonance frequency of 80 KHz, and
the 2220 is rated at 50 KHz. The tests involved vlbration excitation
and shock pulse applications of varying durations. The test results
indicated mounted resonances for the 2225 in the frequency range from
27 to 38 Kllz. The 2220 was observed to be free of resonances below
50 KHz. The small size and low mass characteristics of the 2220 may
present advantages for mounting locations where shock levels are less
than its rated shock limit even though the rated resonance frequency
is relatively low (50 KHz) for pyrotechnic shock measurements.
The reconme_ded mountlng configuration is the solld stud with a
thin oll film at the transducer/structure interface.
In many applications, such as on fllght hardware, it may not be
possible to drill mounnlng holes. For these cases, the alternate re_.
cmmnended mounting configuration is the use of aluminum mounting blocks
bonded to the structure. Anodizing the blocks provides electrical
isolation and helps reduce noise levels from ground loops, etc.
2.4.3 Ground ,Tesjt_Measu.rement _System
It is evident from information obtained during the com-
pilation and rating of aerospace shock data that the general method
used to acquire data is standard throughout the industry. The general
instrumentation system used is shown In the block dlagram as follows:
Ac _:elerom.}ter Char6e
Amplifier
Sigt,aI Coi_di tioner Tape Recorder
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The differences which exist among the various instrumentation system-
are a result of individual preferences or availability of equipment
items. Examples of transducers and equipment which meet the req_Ire-
ments for pyrotechnic shock measurements are as fellows:
Accelerometers; Endevco 2225
Endevco 2220 MI
Columbia 504-3
Charge Amplifiers; Kistler Model 504A
Columbia 9000 series
Endevco Mode] 2718A
Unholtz-Dickle IIG-I
The choice of a magnetic tape recorder is largely dependent upon the
type of test and number of measurements. An FM recorder w_th frequez_y
response to at ).east 20,000 Hz and the capability of at least a 4 =o 1
speed reduction between record and playback modes is recommended. A
tape shuttle capability is extremely useful for quick-look data reduc-
tion analysis. Examples of tape recorders used in shock measurement
systems are:
Ampex FR600, EBIO0, FR1800, FR1300
Sangamo 4500
The cost _f accelerometer, cable and charge amplifier system
ranges from approximately $500 to $i000 per channel. Tape recorder
cost is a function of number of channels required, variety of tape
speed combinations and associated electronics, and other optional feat-
ures. For recorders of the quality required for these types of measure-
ments, the price may range from approximately $30 K to $90 K.
2.4.4 Flight Measurement System _
Accelerometers and charge amplifiers which meet the require-
ments for pyrotechnic shock measurements and can be qualified for the
flight environment are readily available. Examples o? such equipmnt
are:
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Accelerometers Endevco 2225
Endevco 2220 M1
Columbia 504-3
Charge Amplifiers Endevco Model 2640 Series
Columbia Model 5606 Series
Kistler Model _53 Series
Charge amplifiers may be selected with blas_ dual, or unbiased output,
adjustable gain of from I to i00, and both high and low pass f_lters.
X%e cost of the accelerometer, cable, and charge amplifiers system
ranges from approximately $500 to $i000 per channel, depending upon
options selected and environmental qualification requirements, (e.g.,
high temperatures requiring special provisions for transducers and/or
amplifiers).
The possibility of utilizing the same basic instrumentation systems
for high frequency vibration and shock measurements has been investigated.
This result could be achieved through programmable ranging of the charge
ampl_fier. Remote ranging of tLe amplifier could be accomplished by use
of a ground transmitted signal, or initiated from the ordnance firing
circuits at the flight regions of interest to obtain the pyrotechnic
shock data. Unfortunately, surveys of airborne equipment catalogs and
contacts with several manufacturer's representatives have indicated that
there is no airborne amplifier with programmable ranging readily available.
The fundamental difficulty in obtaining flight measurements lles
in the storage and recovery of high frequency data. During chls investiga-
tion, the following techniques have been considered for acquiring shock
data:
I)
2)
3)
Airborne recorder
Constant bandwidth FM/FM telemetry
Airborne memory storegn
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formatting, etc. For comparison, the average time required to produce
a shock spectrum with one of the commercia_ analog analyzers described
earlier is on the order of three minutes. This t_ne includes, aud is
primarily dependent upon, changing pa_er on the X -Y recorder, rewind-
ing tape, and re-e_tablishlng calibration ranges when necessary.
The majority of ground tests and measurement programs investigated
involve numbers of measurements ranging from approxZmately 12 to 48.
For this quantity of data, analog reduction process should be more
economical than digital methods if the desired output is only accelera-
tion time histories and shock spectra. If normalization of data and
further comparative analyses are required, dlgltal reduction techniques
are desirable. Digital methods provide the additional advantage of
producing formatted, annotated output plots requiring few or no add-
Itional manhours in preparing daua fo_ reports.
Discussions with individuals throughout the aerospace industry
have indicated that differences of opinion exist c@ncernlng the fre-
quency resolution required for shock spectrum analyse_. Advocates of
narrow band analyses point out that response oscillators spaced at
one-thlrd-octave center frequencies do not provide sufficient resolu-
tion to define narrow band structural resonances. For slngle-degree-
of-freedom oscillators, the bandwidth (at the half-power point) is
given by:
f
Bm n
where!
B - bandwidth
fn - natural frequency of the oscKllator
Q " amplification factor (Q " 2c_c )
c
For example, at frequencies of 800, I000 and 1250 Hz, the bandwldths
are approxlmetely 80, i00, and 125 Hz respective for Q - IO. l_e shock
spectrum amplitudes are subject to significant errors for structural
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2.4. _ Data .Reduction/Analysis E_ m2._
l%e basic methods used for data reduction are essentially
standard throughout the aerospace indus_, The differences which exist
are a result of individual preferences in the resolution obtained in
shock spectra analyses; i.e., choice of am_llflcation factor (Q) and
frequency spacing of response oscillators utili:ed in the analyses.
For qulck-look data analysis and for small quantities of data,
f:equency analysis of shock transients can be most economlc_lly obtained
by use of analog shock spectrum analyzers. The type cf analyzer which
employs a memory bank is particularly advantageous because of speed
and accuracy. Examples of such analyzers which are currently avail-
able are the MB Electronics M_del N980 and the Ling Electron_c_ Model
ASRA 40. For quick, look evaluation of the shock transients, an
oscillograph recording is highly recommended over an oscilloscope.
Rapld dc shift, signal over-range, etc., are hitch _ore reaaily detected
from an oscillograph record than from an oscilloscope trace.
For Fourier spectra and/or large numbers of shock spectra analyses,
digital reduction techniques should be utilized. For shock spectra,
in particular, digltizatlon ra_es of at least i0 times t_e _ghest fre-
quency of interest should be employed to maintain accuracy of approxl-
merely 5%. For either analog or digital spectrum analyses, band pass
filters should be utilized to eliminate 4c shift, reduce noise, and
prevent Nyqulst foldover in Zhe digital analyses.
Analog data reduction methods are the more economical for rela-
tively few meesurements, whereas the economic advantage for large
quantities of data lles in digital methods. Obviously, there Is a cross-
_ver point for economical data reduction dependent upon quantity of data,
type of program, computer operating time, and operatjr manhours. For
the computer program (SPOCK) described in Appendix A, _he machine time
(CDC-6560) required to produce a time history and asaoclated shock
spectrum is approximately I0 seconds. This time includes tape re_dlng
and output, but does not include =nalog to digital conversion, tape
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responses which occur at frequencies between these bandwldths, LHSC
has presented comparison data (Figure II.A.I.8 of Volume IV) whlch
indicate a total possible error as great as a factor of 8.25. However,
it should be noted that thls effect was observed on a non-typlcal shock
spectrum (see Figure 51).
Comparisons of results from spectra which are _ore typical of
pyrotechnic shock indicate that little information is lost in one-thlrd-
octave analyses compared to narrow band or one-slxth octave analyses,
(See Figures 52 through 55). Comparison of these data indicates that the
error associated with one-thlrd octave analyses (as compared to narrow
band analyses) is within the scatter associated with the repeatability
of pyrotechnic shock data.
These comparisons _ndicate that one-third-octave analyses are
adequate for typical pyrotechnic shock spectra. One-sixth-octave
frequency spacing provides resolution _hlch is well within the scatter
of pyrotechnic shock data ar_ is available on the MB model N 980 analyzer
over the antlre frequency range of the instrument and on the Ling l_del
ASRA 40 at frequencies above I000 Hz. The increased resolution obtained
from narrow band analyzers probably does not Justify the addltonal cost.
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2,5 Preparatlon of Guidelines Defining Design Information
Applicable to Structure and/or Equipment
A separate guidelines document (Volume Vl_ has been prepared.
The purpose of this document is to present a set of guidelines defln-
Iv g design information applicable to structure and/or equipment for
designing to a pyrotechnic shock environment. These guidelines Include
a description of various pyrotechnic devices and associated shock levels
near the source (in terms of a s|.ock spectrum which is defined and dis-
cussed in Section 1.0 of Volume VI). Attenuation carves for a variety of
structures are included and methods of isolating equipment from a shock
environment are discussed. Section 5.0 of Volume Vl lists sources of
information and data on many subjects associated w!uh pyrotechnic shock.
These guidelines are the result of the study performed during this
contract. The guldellnes represent the first step in an attempt to
present the designer with reliable information for deslgnlng to a pyro-
technic shock environment. Theoretical prediction of shock levels is
presently beyond the state-of-the-art of this technology, therefore,
empirical data are used. However, these empirical curves must be used
with discrete.on. A better understanding of the complex problems associa-
ted wlth pyrote,_bnlc shock can be obtained by referring to the complete
results of this study.
4O
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2.6 Recommendation of Test Simulation Techniques
The objective of this effort is to summarize and evaluate
the present methods of simulating pyrotechnic shock, and recommend the
most eftective test simulation techniques. Pyrotechnic shock testing
is usually performed for one of two purposes: either to determine the
shock levels associated with a particular pyrotechnic event or to qualify
airborne equipment to a predetermined shock environment. The test con-
figuration associated with shock tests may involve soma degree of struct-
ural simulation. For this case, ordnance devices are used to g_nerate
the shock. However, equipment shock tesr.ing may also involve the use of
some mechanical means for producing a specified shock enviro_ammnt. Methods
currently being employed for shock te_,ting include m_chanical shock
machines, electrodynamic shakers, synthesls/analysls techniques using
electro-dynamic shakers, and "barr,_l" tester technique_ using ordnance
devices.
2.6. I Si_lati°ni_n _,_l]oScale Testi_n_
Whenever a _eparation shock test is conducted, space llml-
tations frequently require chat the lower stag_.,booster be simulated
by addin_ a concentra_ J _ass to the aft end of the test specimen. Most
tests of this nature are conducted using a mass having the same weight
as that of the ey.pendad booster. However, the results of two identical
separation tests on the _.nuteman Ill C_ectlon I.A. 4 0£ Volume II) using
widely different _leights to simulate ','heexpended third stage booster
indicate that this sort of weight simulation is not necessary, so long
as a good ,Jepsratlon is _rhleved.
Fo_._ sh,°.k development tests and for teat articles which are too
large cr hruav7 to test by convr:ntlonal laboratory equipment, special
test _nstallations utilizing ordnance devices attached to actual or
si_lat,-.d structure are recc_xnended, l_ring the grcm_ad test program, a
,.wmber of tests were conducted to determine the repeatability of the
shoc'_ environnwnt and tht_ degree of structural slmulation required.
The data from acc_lerometer 1ocatlons 7 and 8 (Figure 56) at
the mounting points of the 0V5-2 satellite were selected to evaluate the
effects of different test installations on the shock environment. The
shock spectra were compared from the follewlng test configurations:
(See Figures 57 through 60).
Configuration I
Configuration II
Configuration III
Configuration IV
- Payload Truss Attached to Transtage Skirt.
- Payload Truss Freely Suspended.
- Payload Truss Attached to Rigid Support Fixture.
- Payload Truss Attached _o Channel Adapters.
Good repeatability (within approximately _ 25Z from mean of the shock
spectrum) was obtained from n_ultlple shocks for each configuration. The
shock spectra from Configuration III (rigid fixture) were occaslonally
lower than those obtained from the transtage skirt configuration, and
were not considered further in this analysis. Comparisons of the average
shock spectra obtained at locations 7 and 8 for Configurations I, IIb III
and IV are presented in Figures 61 through 66. Examlnatlon of these data
indicates that the use of channel adapters to simulate the transtage skirt
structure would provide a good pyrotechnic shock test of the OV5-2
satellite. The shock spectra exhlblt, the same characteristics as those
obtained from the transtage skirt installation, and the shock amplitudes
are greater, thus providing a margin of safety for a conservative test.
For the freely suspended truss configuration, the shock spectra e_hlblt
hIKher levels in the range below 2000 Hz than do those from the other
two cGnfigurations presented. Based on the information presented in
these figures, it was felt that the suspended truss configuration would
constitute an overly conservative test of the 0V5-2 satellite.
The results illustrate that some degree of latitude in structural
simulation in a test installation can be tolerated without adverse
effects. However, it should be noted that the channel adapters referred
i
tO in the above discussion were selected because their longitudinal
stiffness characteristics were sim/lar to that of the tranetage. From
i thA availablo datap no definite conclusions can be drawn as to the degree
I
of mounting simulation required to achieve an acceptable test.
The data from the ground test (Section II. B. i of Volume II)
also provided some information about the effects of mass loading. Con-
figuration II included two seri_.s of three tests each: for the first
three tests, no satellites were installed while for the second
group of tests relatlvely massive du,luy satellites were installed in
the truss. Shock spectra comparing the effects of these two configura-
tions at locations 7 and 8 are presented in Figures 67 through 72.
These results indicate that the response at low frequencies become smaller
upon installation of the dummy satellites. Besides this, little dlff-
erence between the two configurations is exhibited ii, the response spectra.
Three tests were conducted to determine the shock levels associated
with 2nd/3 rd stage separation of the Spartan vehicle. These tests in-
cluded three configurations: the short cylinder test, the lon E cylinder
test, a_i a full-scale separation test. The tests are described in
detail in Sections I.A.I, I.A. 2 and I.A. 3, of Volume II respectively.
Figure 73 illustrates that the shock environment near the shock source
co-pares very well zmmng the three conflguratlous. These results in-
dicate that as long as the intervening structure between the shock source
and the transducer iccatlon iP not markedly changed rather crude sim-
ulation can be effectively employed. This, of course_ asvumee that the
pyrotechnic charge and the separation Joint parameters remain unchanged.
The discussion of simulation in full-scale testing to this point
has only been concerned with structural _imulation. However, three of
the test programs presented In, Volume _II provide some information nbout
posslble methods of slmulatlng the pyrotechnic device itself. For
example, the Titan III-M separation nut co._atison tes__s discussed in
Section II.B. 2, Volume III, indicate little difference between the shock
characteristics of the three types of pyrotechnic configurations tested.
(See Figures 74 through 97). This observation suggests that • full-scale
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vseparation test might be performed at slightly reduced expense by the
use of somewhat different separation hardware than is called for in
the flight event.
Titan lll-C payload truss data (Section II. B. 3 - four separation
nuts) and TOS-M separation data (Section III. B. 2 . two bolt cut,era)
illustrate the effect of firing only one pyrotechnic device rather than
the multiple charges called for in the flight event. For the payload
truss data, this co_parlson is indicated in Figures 113 through 116;
and for the TOS-M, the comparison can be seen in Figures III. B.2-3
through III. B.2-14 of Volume IIl. At locations near the shock source,
measurements indicate virtually the same shock levels whether all the
devices were detonated or only the device nearest the particular measure-
ment location. At locations remote from the shock source, shock levels
on the TOS-M showed almost no dependence on which device or devices were
fired. Looking at the payload truss data, Figures 115 and 116 indicate
a higher level from the firing of all four nuts. Additional specific
data are requlred to fTlly assess the effect of mul=i_le (simultaneous)
activations of pyrotechnics.
2.6.2 .S_mu.latlo n in Co_,qnent _uallflcatlo n Testln_
A number of different component testing techniques are used
throughout the aerospace industry to simulate _he pyrotechnic shock en-
vironment. These techniques utilize electrodynamlc _haMers and several
different types of shock machines including =peclai designs constructed
specifically to simulate the pyrotechnic shock transfent. The type of
test equipment used is generally dictated by the s_ze and weight of com-
ponent8 to be tested. Based on the information published in the liter-
ature and on contacts with laboratory personnel in the industry, it
appears that the use of electrodynamlc shakers and shock synthesis/
analysis techniques encompass the broadest range of tests. The discussion
below summarizes the primary techniques currently e_ployed in shock testlns.
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Available shock machines include simple drop test facilities,
mechanical sling-shot devices, pendulum hammers, and pressure driven
impact machines. Such facilities are characterized by impacting a
test specimen whose size is quite limited. Upon impact, a relatively
simple, unbalanced acceleration pulse is imparted to the specimen. By
varying the impact velocity and the texture and thickness of the _iter-
ial at the impact surface_ the amplitude and duration of the shock
pulse can be controlled. The inadequacies of such techniques for simula_
ring pyrotechnic shock are numerous. (See References 31, 47 and 54).
i) In general, shock machines produce simple pulse(s) and
therefore do not reproduce the complex waveform generated
by the pyrotechnic devices. Co:Isequentlyp the inherent
assumption is made that simulation occurs by simulating the
shock spectrum.
2) Shock machines are limited to relatively small test
specimens and simplified mounting techniques.
3) The simple unbalanced acceleration pulse imparts a
significant velocity shock (not characteristic of a complex
pyrotechnic) which may produce a severe overtest in the
low frequency range while under testing tbe high frequencles.
4) Any shock machine employing a rigid table furnishes the
same simple input to all points contacting the table
which is not characteristic of pyrotechnic shock trans-
mission in aerospace structures.
In conclusion, although shock machines are undesirable for simulating
_le_x shock motions, they are used extensively due to their relatively
low cost and ability to produce a spectrum that envelop any given spectrum.
Electrodyuastic shakers are used to apply a simple pulse to a
test specimen for pyrotechnic shock qualification and acceptance purr
poses. This simulation technique again produces a scruple pulse which
imposes virtually all the limitations inherent in shock machines al-
though a shaker can generally sccommodate a larger test specimen.
!
Syathesls/analysls techniques for shock simulation employing
electrodynamlc shakers are based on wave trains which are more represen-
tative of shock time histories. (See References 31, 32, 36 and 45). A
complex shock motion, not necessarily identical or even similar _o that
produced by the pyrotechnic device being sln_lated, is input to the
mounted test specimen. The complex input motion is usually composed of
the superposltlon of several damped slnusolds of different frequencies:
this is the synthesis step. Analysls consists of monitoring the input
to the specimen, immedlately performing shock spectrum of the input and
comparing the resulting spectrum with the specified spectrum. If the
comparison is not satisfactory, the input motion is c Id to one that
is llkely to produce a more favorable comparison; and the above procedure
is repeated. The process is continued until an acceptable test has
been run.
One shortcoming of the synthesls/analysls technique is its inherent
trlal-and_error process associated with synthesis; however, instruments
are commercially available which tend to minimize the number of trials
necessary tO create a satisfactory test. Ling Electronics and MB
Electronics are two of the leaders in the industry at developing shock
spectrum synthesis/analysis instrumentation. Both systems consist of
a trial-and-error process in synthesizing waveform that will result in
the des#red shock spectrum; however, the two approaches for developing
an appropriate waveform are quite different. The Ling instrument pro-
duces superimposed _ slnusoldal s£Enals involvln_ all 1/3 octave
frequencies from 12.5 Hz to I0,000 Hz (30 frequency steps to generate
the wavaforms. On the other hand, the HB instrument produces super-
imposed slnusoldal signals involving all 1/3 octave frequencies from
12.5 Hz to lO,000 Hz (30 frequency steps> to generate the waveform.
Because of the dlffere_t method used to produce a spectrum, the HB
Instrument is capable of generating the same spectrum as the Ling
instrument using a smeller ampllt_de signal.
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In comparing the capabilities of the two systems, thre_ concluslons
are apparent:
I) Shakers and their input amplifiers are inherently limited as
_o the acceleration level that can be transmitted to the
shaker head. For thls reason, the MB machine can real_ze
higher shock spectrum levels from a particular shaker in-
stallation due to its larger amplification factor.
2) To achieve the same shock spectrum, the Ling system would
probably subject the test speciment to fewer stress reversals,
but at higher stress levels.
There are some questions as to wheter or not pyrotechnic shock
can be satisfactorily sin_alated by only simulating the shock spectrum
and not requiring some degree of slrmalatlon of the input waveform. It
is not currently known whether damage potential is related to the shock
spectrum or to the pulse train that produces the spectrum. The data
from the ground test provide two interesting relatlorshlps between a
signal and its shock response spectrum:
i) Figures 32 through 49 illustrate that pyrotechnic shock
data tends to have a Fourier spectrum that closely matches
the shock spectrum.
2) An ampllflca£1on factor beUween 1.5 and 5 usually results
from pyrotechnlc shock measurements.
Therefore, if the waveform is important and if the above relationships
must hold to simulate the damage potential of pyrotechnic shock, the
Ling system would be recommended. However, if the specified spectrum
level could not be met by the Ling, _he MB approach would be recommended.
Until more test comparisons are available or until more is known about
waveform/damage potential effects, no reasonable conclusions can be
stated with regard to the superiority of either approach to simulation.
Assuming either type of waveform is capable of simulating pyro-
technic shock, it would be desirable to eliminate the trlal-and-error
process from synthesis/analysis techniques. A control system which will
produce an appropriate input waveform after one trial is currently in
the conceptual design stage. This system (Reference 32) involves the
use of a computer to produce & given time history on a shaker. After
comparing an input and response functions in the frequency domain
(comparing their Fourier transforms), the computer calculates the trans-
fer function relating the two in the frequency domain. An inverse
Fourier transform is run on the transfer function converting it back
into the time domain, and the original input signal is operated on by
the transfer function producing an input signal which should yield
the desired response time hi_ory.
The proposed computerized synthesis/analysis system imposes some-
what of a financial restriction by requiring the use of a computer.
Another limitation of the computerized system is that the shaker/mountlng
configuration _s restricted to one very nearly resembling a linear system.
Otherwise calculating the correct transfer functlon could again become
a trlal-and-error process.
The synthesis/analysis shock _imulat£on techni_le has improved
upon some of the shortcomings previously listed regarding the other simula-
tion techniques for pyrotechnic shock testing. The technique is still
subject to the disadvantage of not being able to accommodate large test
specimens without ii=parlng the linearlty of the shake_ system.
The methods previously discussed for siu_tlating pyrotechnic shock
as a means of laboratory testing have involved mechanical techniques
for creatln_ a shock environment. ]_wever_ it is apparent =hat a real-
istic simulation of the pyrotechnic shock phenomenon can best be realized
from a pyrotechnic source, The LMSC Barrel Tester use_ 30 gralns/foot _JF
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in c_nblnatlon with a O. i90 inch thick separation Joint to qualify
equipment. The Barrel Tester apparatus consists of several bays having
dlfferant shock envlronmeuts, thereby providing some versatility in
testing. Further versatility can be implemented by modifying the sep-
aration Joint. A more complete discussion of Barrel Tester techniques is
presented in Section II. F. 2 of Volume V.
2.6.3 R eco_m, ended Si ,mula_ion Techniques
No specific recouunendatlons regarding simulation 11_ shock
tests of full-scale structure can be made since _ach test program is
subject to its own unique parameters. However, it has been sho_nl in
Section 2.6.1 that si,_ulatlon can be _mployed when the llm/tatlons of
the particular problem end when pertinent aspects of shock propagation
theory are considered. The data indicate that mounting configuration,
intervening structure, and the pyrotechnic event can be simulated in a
manner that will reduce the expense of conducting Ehe test.
The present state-of-the_art of pyrotechnic shock testing precludes
the recommendation of one specific Technique for component quallflcation
testing. A correlation between damage potential and e_ther shock spectrum
or shock waveform has not been establlshed. Untll this relat£onshlp is
establlshed_ the recommended testing techn/ques are those which simulate
both the complex shock waveform and the shock specC1_m.
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2.7 .....Classlficat_on of rotechnlc S stems _the Nature
of Resultins Shock and/or D-_g!ng Effect,_
The object of thi_ effort is to tabulate the various types
of ordnance devices utilized in aerospace systems with their explosive
characteristics and resulting shock signature and/or damaging effects.
A second objective is to compare dlf_e[_nt types of ordnance devices
which are utilized on the same types of structures.
2.7.1 Stru,cture Cu_tlng Device.
The data from Division I of Volume II has been analyzed
in order to tabulate the explosive character of structure cutting devices.
Table VII lls_s the types of linear charges used in a number of tests
and gives an indication of the magnitude of the resulting shock spectrum
and the approximate distance of the measurement from the shock source.
The measurement locations differ from test to test, which mades com-
parison difficult. However, this llst indicates that the expansion
bellows reduces the level of the shock zource conslderably compared to
MDF and FLSC. 1_e expansion bellows were used in Sections I.B. I, I.B. 2
and Io B.3 of Volume II and are discussed in detail there. Essentlally,
an expansion bellows contains the linear charge wi_hln an expandable
_Jbe. The expansion of the bellows shears rivets holding the two struc-
tures together. The net result is that less material is severed in the
process of structural separation.
The data in Table VII indicates that the _raln size is an important
parameter. The LMSC analysis (Section III) Indlca_es that not only
grain size but the thickness of severed material in the separation Joint
is Important. Section lit. B.2.3, contains a formula which shows that
the level Increases with material thickness and grain size. The thick-
ness data for the tests in Table VII was not available, but the grain
size appears to support LMSC conclusions,
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In Table Vll, the three tests that utilized the expansion bellows,
denoted by prlmaline, were the measurements closest to th_ source, and
they are also the three smallest spectrum levels. A definite conclusion
from Table Vll is that containing a linear explosive in a device that
severs less matez-lal will reduce the shock environment.
2.7.2 C°mpaKis°n °_ q!ffer£nt _rotechnlc Devices on th:
u i
Sajae- ,Structure
A series of test detonations of different types of separa-
tion hardware was conducted to co.pare the shock levels prodt_ced y
Titan III-C separation nuts with those produced by separation nuts
proposed for use on Titan III-M_
Three combinations of separation hardware were used during the
testz
i) Single cartridge 3/4 inch nut;
2) Dual cartridge 3/4 inch nut;
3) Dual eartrldge one-lnch nut.
The test installation consists of two Titan III-C transtage skirt sec-
tlons used to simulate the separation interface. 'One Gklrt section
containing guidance and InstmJmentatlon trusses was attached to a base
fixture. A second transtage skirt section was inverted and attached
at each of the four matching longerons using the separation hardware
applicable for each test. A description of the test installation and
accelerometer locations are contained in Section II.B. 2 of Volume III.
Three shocks were recorded for each of the three separation nut
installation., Acceleration t_me histories and shock spectra analyses
were obtained for each of the shock transients. Envelopes of the shock
spectra obtained for each of the separation nut configurations were pre-
pared, and comparisons of these envelopes from each accelerometer
location are presented in Figures 74 through 97.
At airframe measurement locations, the 3/4 Inch dual nut produces
higher shock amplitudes at high frequencies than does either of the
single nut configurations. (See Figures 74 through 76 and 89 throuMh 94.
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Comparisons of shock spectra envelopes from m_asurements on the guidance
truss indicate that these high frequency components are, in general,
not transmitted through truss members to equipment mounting points.
For truss mounted equipment, there are no significant differences in
the shock environments produced by the three different separate
nut configurations.
The Universal Paylosd Fairing Separation tests offers a comparison
of two pyrotechnlc devices: a cartridge actuated cable cutter and a
fairing separation by prlnmllne linear explosive within a bellows
assembly. This test is discussed in Section I.B. 3 of Volume III. An
inspection of the data for the two events shows that the fairing sep-
aration event was, in general, twice to three times the levei of the
cable cutting event. It should be noted that the primallne was con-
tanned In a bellows assembly which reduces the shock level considerably
compared to a separation device that cuts the fairing.
Section If. B of Volume V contains a comparison of a standard fair-
ing and an explosive nut fairing deployment mechanism.
An Inltial attempt was made to isolate the shock source without
altering the basic mechanism, however, a reduction Of only 297. was
achieved. A second redesign using a spring loaded device achieved a
shock reduction of 507, over the basic system, The third test replaced
the pin puller by an explosive ,_ut which achleves the same r_sult
wlthouC moving parts. This mechanism provJ_ded an average shock environ-
ment reduction of as much as 997, in the low frequencies to 811 in the
high frequencies. These reports offer a good comparison of envir_ts
produced by three different desiKns of fairing sepazatlon dlr_ces.
Other data from wh{ch several pyrotechnics weze co,mpared on one
structure involved the Prime, Mariner, Surveyor, and Minuteman vehlcles.
The M_nuteman III data (Section I.A. 5 of Volum_ II) illustrates that the
staging event produces a nmch higher level than the umbilical separatlon
event, as expacted. The Prime data (Section III.A of Volumm III) suUests
that the hatch separation event using FLSC produceB the most sevsre shock,
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while the explosive bolt is more severe than the separatlon _and the
mortar produces the lowest levels. Since the Mariner and Surveyor data
compare levels on the spacecraft for events that occur both on the
respective spacecraft and on their boosters, no valid comparison could
be made of the relative shock environments produced by the different
pyrotechnic s.
Available data and experience indicate that there is a general
order of helrarchy among the various pyrotechnics according to the
se_erlty of the environment produced. The suggested order of severity
is listed below in the order of highest to lowest.
I) Linear explosives (MDF and FLSC) in separation Joints;
2) Exploslve bolts;
3) Separation r_uts_
4) Pin-pullers, pin pushers, cable cutters, and bolt cutters.
This order does not necessarily hold in all cases but is suggested by
the data that h_ve been examined.
2.7.3 Failure Inform_tlon
Information concernlr, g damage effects and equlpman_ mal-
function is extremely llm_ted. Disclosure of information concerning
_ailures is not readily made, and where failures are known to have occur-
red_ documentation has not been complete.
The lack of information is not necessarily an error of omission
in _.11 cases, but is due to the type of test conducted. Development
r Jars are usually conducted to evaluate the function of a particular
ordnance device and/or to testabllsh shock test crlterla for equipment
and components. For such test programs, "dummy" or inert equipment
and components are usually installed. For quallflcatlon and/or accept-
ante te_tm utilizing full-scala payloads and structures, equlpmmnt and
components have been prwllously qusllfled on a component level.
A llmlted amount of failure and damage information was obtained
from data sources during this study. In almost all cases, the failure
information did not include the shock environment. Volume IV contains
I
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most of the information on failure of a wide variety of equlp---nt to a
shock environment. The invormation was obtained from a series of test
carried out over the last five years on the "barrel tester" developed
by LMSC. Section VI of Volume V describes the barrel tester and shock
envlronment.
Approximately I0 percent of the 119 items of equipment tested ex-
perienced failure traced to design or manufacturing defects. Of the
items, 13.5 percent experienced relay chatter. Volume V describes the
types of failures and the mounting configurations on these items. This
descr_ptlon, along wlth the failure data below, points up the importance
of shock testing to avoid posPible mission failure. The followlng llst
gives a brief description of the failure and pertinent information re-
ceived during this study.
1. A Fbo , End
High Inteusity Shock Test Program (Pyrotechnic Shock)
1) Flight Control Computer (80801D15000-029)
Out of tolerance transients were recorded on signal
outputs. (Functlonal Failure).
2) Flight Control Adapter ProsTa_mr (80801DLI007-099)
Out of tolerance transients were recorded on signal
outputs. (Functional Failure).
3) Pressure Regulating Sw_tch (PD71S0070-039)
Transfer from contact open to close occurred. The
closure duration was approximately i to 1.5 milliseconds.
(Functional Failure).
4) Rate Cyro System (80801D3000-019)
Out of tolerance transients were recorded on signal
outputs. (Functional Failure).
5) Relay, 20- Ampere (PD73S0070-501).
Chattsr of relay contacts during shock exposure.
(Functional Failure).
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Component
X-R Detector
Guard Sec _.ion
Gamma Detector
Diodes
(3 different tes_ r'anels)
Transformer Core
2. SPR!NT - FLA j2 6 Autopilpr
Transistor failure as a result of the shock environment
produced by a sequence of squib firings. (Mechanical failure).
3. Nose-Fair_E Separation Test - 823 iSpacecraff
Ordnance: Mild detonating fuse (MDF) at i0 gralns/foot
at the base of the nose fairing circumference.
Flexible linear shaped charge (FLSC) at 5 grains/
foot for the length of the nose fairing.
A total of fifty-one c_,nponents were subjected to the separation shock.
Five sustained physical damage of which three were considered to be
potential sources of system malfunction. Many of the 'cmaponents were
mounted on five test sample panels mounted at various 1oca_1ons on the
spacecraft structure. Each panel consisted of a 3" x 4" x .060"
aluminum sheet on which were mounted three glass diodes t two glass
capacitors, two ceramic transformer core-splndle assemblies_ and two
memory cores. Two solar cell cover glasses were installeJ on each of
three of the panels.
The separation shocks produced damage to compone.nts as follows:
Damage, Description
Galn down 10% (Gain reduction was
considered s:Lgnif£cant but not
serious).
Gain down 157. (Gain reduction was
considered siEnificant but not
seriou s),
Loose particles were found inside
glass envelope. Electrical shock
showed normll performance. Partlcles
could cause shorelng if pr_erly lodged"
Cera._c transformer spindle broke off.
4. Prnductlon ,Znvi nt zesL.(PZT)on s trr
Instrumented Warhead Section.
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lThe stage separation shock was si_,lated by a 1 inch drop, steel
on steel, utilizing an AVCO lead pellet machine. The shock spectrum
is showu in Figure 98.
Compone=t
Subcarr_er Oscillators
(5).
1.3 KHz, 1.7 KHz, and
70 KHz.
Frequency Monitor
e
co_en_
Shaped Charge
Squib s
Relays
6-Pole relay
Latchins relay
e
Fai!ure _escription
- I J, ! '
Excessive _oise "spikes" appeared at
the time of shock. Four of the com-
ponents successfully passed a re-test.
One unit exhibited a band pass shift.
Unit exhibited excessive noise at the
time of shock application. The failure
mode was repeated on re-teat.,
Aerobpe 350 Separa_ibn Tests
Failure Descrivtion
i iii _ ]_ j m. _ 1
Charge fa£1ed to detonate over the
entire length of circumference.
(A I_' to 2" segment of structure
was not severed). Failure may have
been caused by damage to the shaped
charge or damage to one of the two
squibs in the firing circuit causing
it Co fire "low order."
Two squibs were mounted near the
separation plane at test items.
One of the squibs sustained damage
to a bridge wire.
Inoperative because of excessive
tension.
Intermittent operation. Malfunction
may have been caused by .mgnetic
chlpm found in tht unit.
OAO .Sun Shag% ,Groq_d Test
The sun shade latch fitting (containing the squib) broke off.
Fragments from the fitting could have damaged the spacecraft. The
fitting material was changed from nylon to titanium.
Pre-load plu fallures occurred during a stries of ground
tests. The mode of failure could prevent proper release and deployment
of the paddles, l_e pin failure was attrlbutod to _mproper hmat treatment,
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It was concluded after studying the above failure data Jr. detall
that these data were insufficient to relate the shock environment
causing failure to damage potential.
2.7.4 .Summ_ry of Relating Pyrotechni c jSystems _Q .Resultln_ '
Shock and/0r Damagin s Effect s
Pyrotechnic systems cannot, in general, be classified as to
the nature of the resultlng shock and/or damaging effects. It is general-
ly accepted that the shock environment produced by a pyrotechnic event
is a complex function of the explosion, of the energy released by re-
coil and/or cutting of material, and of the structural response. Reduction
of any one of these tends to reduce the severity of the overall environ_ent.
A llst of pyrotechnic devices according to the severity of the en-
vironment they produced follows:
1) Linear explosives (MDF and FLSC) in separation joints;
2) gxplosiwJ bolts_
3) Separation nuts;
4) _n-pullers, win pushers, cable cutters, bolt cutters.
This order does not necessarily hold in all cases but is implied by the
data that have been examined. Prediction techniques based on the data
that provided this list have been developed and are contained in Volume VI.
Failure data in the industry is not unally well 'documented or thor-
oughly s_udied. Detailed examination of available failure data yielded
no suitable results relating the shock environment causing failure to
damage potantiaI.
b
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2.8 Evaluation of the Fffects 9f Structural Configurmtlon
•Jtd M_terlals on l_sulting Shock Characteristic-
The objective of this effort is to determine and evaluate the
effects of intervening structure and material properties on shock ampli-
tude, propagation velocity, and frequency ¢ ,ntent. The discussion in
the previous section was concerned with shock characteristics assoelated
with different pyrotechnics, whereas it is the intent in this section to
consider shock characteristics as related to the structure in which
propagation occurs.
2.8. I E_faet of Structure and Material on Prop a2aCion
_eloclty and F_eauency Content
Analysis of wave propagation in bars and plates predicts
three types of stress waves posslble_ compresslonal, shear and flexural.
Compresslonal and shear waves will propagate with a single velocity,
whereas a flerural wave wlll "disperse" wlth distance, i.e., the various
frequency components of the pulse will propagate with a speed that depends
on the value of the frequency.
These three types of waves have been detected in shock dace and usu_.
ly the data will be a comblnatlon of all three. This is due to the extreme
camplexlty of the structure which causes reflection and transmission of
a shock pulse. The value of propagation velocity in truss and skirt
structures have been measured and are discussed in Section 2.2 of this
Vo lust.
The longltudlnal veloclty in a single alumlnum truss memSer near the
shock source agreed with the Cheoretlcal value of 200,000 Inches/second.
For locatlons that were removed from the shock source by complex structurs,
the value of the propagation velocity often decreased to a value that was
closer to the shear wave velocity. These values are shown in Figures
I and2.
The frequency content of a shock spectrum is affected by interven-
_ns structure. The data, in general, Imve shown that devlces used for
major separation events produce a spect_-Jm near the shock source that
.,,%
!
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contains high frequency energy, _.e., above I0 KHz. As the shock pulse
propagates through the structure, local resonances of lower frequencies
are excited. C_nerall.y, _rLth an increase in the complexlty of the
structure and the increase in distance from the source, an increased
number of resonances will be excited. The high frequency energy con-
tent was discussed in Section 2.2 and can be seen in Figures 3 through
17. The effec_ of structure on the ground test can also be seen in
Figures 99 through 104 which compare the shock spectra for the various
measurement locations on the truss and skirt. These spectra show data
to only 10 KHz whereas the data in Figures 3 through 17 show the data
for frequencies to 34 KHz for sinzle locations. Notice that for the
tru_ structure the lowest major frequency is above 1000 Hz, whereas for
the skirt, major frequencies below Hz are evident.
Data for the effec_ of mass loading on frequency content are avail-
able from two tests; the ground test and 1_4 III. The mass loading effect
on both tests were discussed in Section 2.6, "simulation", and the data
comparing the two configurations can be seen in Fisures 67 through 72.
The data from the MM !II comparing two conf£gurations with different
masses are discussed in Volume II, Sectio_ I.A.4. In general, these t_o
sets of data indicate a negligible effect on the frequency content of
the spectra. However, the data from these two tests are insufficient
to draw any definite conclusions, as it would seem r_asonable to expect
mass 1o4dlng to affect frequency content.
2.8.2 Kfe_ee o£ Structure =_a Haterlal o n *____e_k k_lltuds
The data in Section II.B. I of Volume III hss provided
enough structural variations to generate qualitativ_ observations in
four areasz
1)
2)
3)
4)
Tha effect of four different _untins coufigurations;
The effect of mass loading (whether or not s4tellitss
were installed);
Amplitude decay with distance from sh_k source in a truss
structur@|
Amplitude decay with distance from shock s_rce in a skin-
flus-frame structure.
6O
Figures 61 through 66 depict comparisons amongthe shock amplitudes
at locations 7 and 8 for the truss a_unting configurations. The shape
cf the four shock spectra are similar, but there are definite amplitude
shifts. The relationships among the curves are the result of the struct-
ural mounting configurations -- results which could have been anticipated
from shock propagation theory. It would be expected that the freely
suspended configuration would exhibit the highest levelm because the shock
has no place to go except into the truss and the surrounding air, and shock
propagation theory makes it clear that a compression wave will tend to
propagate iu all directions from the source. At a free boundary (air
interface), most of the shock will reflect back into the structure. Also,
it would be antlcipated that the conflguration of the truss mounted to
the rigid fixture would exhibit the lowest levels in the trujs. The
explanation for this is that the rigid fixture provides more structure
than do any of the other configurations for shock propagation before
portions of the shock are reflected back into the truss.
Comparison of the effects of mounting the truss on the tranetage
and mounting it on the channel adapters atop the .rigid fixture shows
that the channel adapter conflguratlon is s li_htly more severe. The
channel adapters were selected because they closely simulated the longi-
tudinal stlffnees characteristics of the transtage. However, the length
of the channel adapters was leas than that of the transtage so the energy
refle_-ed from the channel/flxture interface was less attenuated upon
re-enterlng the truss than was the snarly reflected from the bottom of
the transtags. This observation was not discussed under sln_larlon tech-
niques but lndicate_ that when reflections of shock waves are important,
stx_c_ural dim_nslons are also in_ortant.
The _ffect of Imstalllng dummy satellites in the suspended truss
is discussed under simulation in Section 2.6. Figures 67 through 72
were cited in cowparlng the configurations with and without the satellite.
Fro_ these comparisons it appears that the mass loading due to the
satellites has relatlvely little effect.
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The attenuation of shock amplltude with distance from the source
in a truss structure is depicted for Iongltudlrml, lateral and vertical
accsleromaters in Figures 26 through 28. These co_parlsons indicate the
evidence of attenuation with distance from the shock source. This re-
sult is presented in Figure 30. It has been pointed out that the frequency
content has been altered by the presence of structural resonances. This
i_pliem that the only t_o effects on response amplitude are the attena-
tion and the induced resonances. However, it is suspected that the
intervening Joints would have some effect, but the only noticeable effect
of Interven/ng Joints was the amplitude reduction associated with a signif-
icant change in the direction of the shock path. This effect is best
observed by comparing the g levels recorded at accelerometer locations
4 aud 5.
The attenuation of shock an_litude with distance fr_a the source
in a skin ring-frame structure is depicted for longitudinal, tangential
and radial accelerometers in Figures 102 through 104. These comparisons
do not exhibit the pronounced attenuation _rfth distance that was apparent
for the truss. Also, the frequency content doesn't appear:to be as
stable as it was in _he truss, The reason for this second pheuoMenon is
the disparity of structure among the transducer locations 15, 16, 17
and 18. Figure 105 shows the structural configuration at location 17
which is typical for locations 15, 17, and Figure 106 shoe the struct-
ural configuration at location 18 which is typical for locations 16 and
18o _otice the presence of the maJo_- ]ongeron at location 16 and 18
and that _t even a minor longeron is present at locations 15 and 17.
A closer examination of Figures 102, 103 and 104, reveals that the re-
sponses at locations 15 and 17 are related while those at locations
16 and 18 are also related. Unfortunately_ a cross comparison between
the two slgnatures does not yieJd any obvious ,:oneluslons about the
relative effects of shock transmission in the skin rin_-fra_ compared to
the tran_ssion characteristics of a skin rin_fr_aa/lon_eron configura-
tion, The only certainty is that the transn_ssion characteristics are
not the sam,
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The Universal Payload Fairing Tests (UPLF) have provided data for
comparison of three structural configurations subjected to the same type
of pyrotechnic devices. Separation tests were conducted on Chre? differ-
ant Titan III C universal payload fairing configurations (15'_ 35 t and
50' falrlngs). Falrlng separation 18 accomplished in two dlstln_t pyro-
technlc event s:
I. Eighteen spring loaded pins located around the circumference
of the base of the payload fairing are released. Pin release is accom-
plished through actuation of an ordnance initiated cable cutter.
2. Separation of th_ falrlng into longltudlnal trl-sec_Ions is
accompllshed by detonation of prlmallne contained in a bellows assmubl--
The prlmallne shears the riveted Joint to affect separation.
A complete descr_ptlon of the structur,; and accelerometer locations _re
glven in Section I.B. 3p Volume If. Selected measurements from this test
progra_ are presented in Figures 107 through 112 to compare the effect
of structural configuration on the shock environment.
In general, th_ separation event produced a more severe shock en-
vlrom_nt than dld the pin release event. The 35 foot fairing separation
produced a more severe shock en_1ronnmnt than either the 15 or 50 foot
fairing. The higher sho=k anv_romuent p-.oduced by the 35 foot fairln S Is
attributed to an improved al£enu_nt of this f_Irln 8 (provi41ng a good
surface contact from the fairing to the transtago ski_-t structure) as
compared t_ either the 15 6r 50 foo_ fairings.
In generals _he same environment was produced for all three firings
and the bluest differences in shock levels were produced by a good con-
tact surface. O_her data bare supported the observation that 'Isolatlon
can be achieved by a loose Joint or a Joint having an addlr_ionsl layer
of material prov£dlng additional surfaces for reflectlont_. An example
of this type of isolation by additional material was rep_:zted by TRW
Systems. X te_t was conducted where a 40 m_l tungsten pa4 was placed at
an interface and a 30Z reduction in the shock levels was achieved. The
pad was destreyed vhlch might account for the isolation by absorption
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of energy. However, a recent test conducted by LMSC using various thick-
ness of aluminum inserts in an aluminum structure resulted in zero
attenuat _on. This would suggest that tile reduction Is not due to reflec-
tion of the pulse at an interface but could be due to the crushing of
the insert material.
Data comparing shock envlrorunents for two types of material are con-
talned in two tesns in Section I. B. I and I.B. 2 of Volume IS. The Titan
III C metal fairing was made of aluminum, Almost all of the acceleration
measurements were made at the same locations and the falrlngs were the
same tize and shape. Comparison of the shock spectra for thnse two tests
do_s not indicate any definite reduction for either fairing. Consider-
ing the questionable quality of this data, the t_o enyironments do appear
to be similar.
The effect of hontycomb on the shock environment can be seen from
two tests as reported in Volume II, Sections I.C. and I.e. 2. The MSS
Shroud Separation Test in Section I.C. I contains a honeycombplatform
resting on a truss structure. An exa_nation of the shock spectra for
measurements directly below the platform and on the platform indicate
that the large honecomb pla:_- disperses the shock° This is probably due
to the size of the plate rather than the honeycomb material.
The data in Section I.C. 2 from the Apollo pane] separation indicate
that the honeycomb material is a very poor aCter_uaCor with distance.
Accelerometers 4 and 9 are located on the miter panel (Figure T. CoZ-4,
Volume II) and are separated by a distance of 160 _nches° The reduction
in shock spectra wa_ approxima_ely 707., which corresponds to the attenua-
tion curve for honeycomb material from North American presented in
Figure 29. The data for the chain=milled structure indicates au attenua-
tion rate given by the ocher curves in Figure 29.
The effect of intervening structure can be seen in co_arlng _he
three teses of the Spartan vehicle, _.A.!, I.Ao2, _d I.A. 3 in Volume IX.
In all three tests, a cyli_rical structure was used tot a separatlon
test. In I.A. i, a telemetry rack was located 18_ inches from the
separation plane. In I.A. 2_ a tele_r7 rack was locatod 108" from the
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separation plane. In T.A. 3, a structural interface was located 16,' from
the separation plane. Comparing accelerometers at 23 inches from the
separation plane for tests 1 and 2, Indicstes that the tele-_ntry rack
in test I causes a considerable reduction in the shock level. Comparing
accelero_eters nt 43 inches from separation in test 2 to the accelero-
meter at 39 inches in _e_t 3 shows very definitely that the structural
interface in I.A. 3 causes a considerable t'eduction in the shock level.
These three tests _Tere also discussed in Section 2.6, on si-.,latlon.
2.8.3 Isolation
While it is good design practice to locate shock sensitive
components at a distance from the source to allow attenuation, qome
confisurations preclude this approach. Therefore, it is necessary to
use attenuation devices to isolate regions of the vehicle that would
otherwlse experience shock levels in excess of the eq.lp_nt qualifica-
tion levels.
Isolation involves the use of devices that rill abosrb potentlally
damaging shock energy and devices that will reduce trans_issibility
characteristics by reflecting this energy away from critical Iocatlous.
Three general approaches to shock isolation have been considered:
i. Isolating the shock source fro,, the vehicle structure;
2. Interposing an isolator in the structural path between the
shock source and the component mounting locationl
3. Isolating the component from the structure.
Generally, only the third approach has been employed enough to prove
successful. However, eomm of the available data lend support to the
ocher techniques.
The pyrotechnic shock tests of the Prima vehicle (Section IV.A,
Volume Ill) involved the use of crushable isolators to absorb so_
energy and isolate the effect of explosive nuts and bolts from the
structure. The per cent reduction in shock are tabulated along with the
isolation device in Table VIII. These tests are discussed by Britton
and Jo_s, and by Brltton in the data references, Section 6. I.
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Table VIII
Comparison of Isolation Devices at So u,r-e from
Prime Pyrotechnic Shock Tests
eyro   vice
Reduction
In Levels RemarksIaolatig,n p._vic e
Booster Separation Tests
3 Explosive Honeycomb Absorbers (3.1 Ib/ft 3) orlg£ual absorbers
Bolts conf laura- crushed
t ion
1 Explosive Honeycomb Absorber (5.7 ib/ft 3) 30Z absorber
Bolt crushed
2 Explosive Honeycomb Absorbers 68Z Absorbers
Bolts - I (3.1 lb/ft 3 with nut) vlth bolts
Separation (5.7 ib/ft3 with bolts) crushed
Nut vith nut
uncrushed
Drogue Disconnect Tests
Separation PTrotex (hard) washers 0Z washers
Nut shattered
Separation 90 durometer Adlprene (soft) 90Z
Nut rashers
In Section II. C. 2 of the Lockheed data compilation (Volume V)
three means of isolating the effect of a pln-puller from the structure
are discussed. Two of the methods investigated involve the use of a
snubber assembly to alleviate the recoil shock of the device. When the
snubber assembly included copper washers, 61% shock reduction resulted.
When the copper washers were replaced by silicone rubber Isolatorsp 957.
reduction resulted, but the design was ".oo flimsy to be efficient. The
bracket type isolation of the p_n-puller resulted in a good design and a
shock reduction of 907.. The per cent reductions quoted above were based
on levels at tee critical equipment location; however, the reduced levels
observed near the pln-puller were generally only 30?. to 607. less than
the unlsolated case.
Very little effort has been expended in the industry to determine
effective i8olatlon techniques that involve increasing the attenuation
characteristics of intervening structure. The tungsten pad discussed in
the previous section (2.8.2), which provides a 307. shock reduction, is
one of the few documented examples of this approach to isolation. It is
anticipated that this technique could best be employed by modifying the
structure to permit many structural interfaces w_th attm2uatlon devices,
such as the tungsten pad, at each interface. At worst, such an approach
to isolation would permit many reflections of the shock pulse and would
tend to spread the effects of the once concentrated shock energy. The
greatest drawback to this technique Is that the incluslon of many struc-
tural _nterfaces in the shock path could £mpare the structural InteErlty
of the vehicle.
Roberge, reference 54, also indicates that shock transmission
characteristics of a structural Joint are an important factor in isolation.
A riveted butt Joint was found to produce no attemactionp while • matched
angle Joint produced attenuation of 307. to 607..
Shock isolation at equipment mounting locationn has been msployad
with Tarying success for a number of years. Much of the effort in this
area has been geared toward designing mounting bracketry that wtll not
Itransmlt certain critical frequencies to the sensitive equipment -
essentially a vibration isolation technique. Roberge, reference 54,
compares the effects of stiff and soft mounting configurations for
isolating equipmJnt from the shock environment produced by a separation
Joint. The stiff mount resulted in 60% reduction in level of the time
history peak across the mounting bracket and the soft mount resulted in
87% reduction in level across the mounting bracket. However, the re-
duction be_een the input to the mount and the response of a piece of
equipment attached to the bracket was 86% for the stiff mount and 89%
for the soft mount. It appears then that shock isolation does not de-
pend on which frequencies are isolated but upon absorbing or reroutlng
the energy.
The Prime vehicle's hatch separation tests (data refezences 20 and
21) compare three shock isolators used at equipment mounting points.
Table IX presents the results, where the percent reduction tabulated is
compared to the unisolated configuration. This data indicates that soft
mounts are much better than stiff ones; however, in view of other data,
the evidence is not conclusive.
The Lockheed data compilation includes three relevant discussions
of isolation at equipment mounting locations. Table X presents the per-
cent reduction observed during the tests outlined in Sections II.A.3,
II.B.I, and II.E. 2 of Volume IV and V.
The discussion in Section 2.71 indicates tha_ the expansion bellows
employed in the three fairing separation tests (Sections I.B.I, I.B. 2
and I.B. 3 of Volume II) was a successful means of reducing the shock
environment characteristic of a linear explosive. Rather than employlng
an leoletlcm device per st, this involved c redesign of the separation
Joint by enclosing the pyrotechnic and severing less material, which
reduced the shock level generated. Whether or not better separation
desIEns are considered isolation devices is unimportant; they can reduce
shock levals. Further discussions regarding modification of the pyro-
technic device to reduce shock levels are included in Sections II.A. 3,
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Table IX
Comparison of Isolation Devices at Equipment Mounting Locatfous
Isolat ion Redu ction
Device,, in Level
Pyrot_x (hard) 50%
Mounta
Adlprene (soft) 8_%
Mounts
Lord Center 68%
Bonded Mounts
{
i_
_L
_r
,i
Table x
LMSC - ResuLts of Equipment Isolation Techniques
Section No.
II,A,3
II.B.I
II.E.2
Isolation Day,_ce (s)
Equipment Mountlng Brackets Alone
1/8 inch silicon rubber inserts
(40 duromet_r) at mounting bolts
Use of both the above techniques
simultaneously
Use of internal bumpers, energy
absorbers, and other isolators
were used
Equipment box on Z-brackets only
Silicon elastomer vibration
isolators at bolts on
Z-bracket mounts
Shock Reduction
73Z
69Z
29Z
Maximum
(approx.)
80-90Z**
* The ind£vidual effects were not additive when both devlcee were
useJ,
** Levels at frequencies below 200 Hz were not significantly
attenuated and the percent reduction presented is for frequencies
Sreater than 400 Hz.
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II.B. 1, and II.B. 2, II.B. 3 aI_d II.C. 1 of the Lockheed data comp_lation
presented in Volumes IV and V.
2.8.4 Suumary of Structural and Materlal Effects of
Resulting Shock Characterlstlc
Available data on shock propagation velocity have shown tbat
compression and shear waves travel at the classical sonic velocity of the
material. A third klnd of wave, a flexural wave, is known to dlsperme
as it travels because the dlff_rent frequencies in the waveform propagate
at different velocities.
The frequency content of a shock wave has been found to alter as
it propagates. The most evident trend is for high frequency energy to
be transformed into energy at lower frequencies by the exc_,tatlon of
structural resonances. Furthermore, the numerous reflections and re-
combinations of a shock wave in a complex structure alter the frequency
content.
Attenuation of shock amplitude with distance has been determined
empirically many times. The attenuation characteristics in truss members,
skin, tins-frame2, longerons, and chem-millad panels have been found to
be sim:lar. However, honeycomb material does not attenuate shock amplitude
as well as do other aerospace structures.
Interven/ng structure is known to have significant effects in re-
ducing shock a_plitude. In particu: at, a large volume of intervening
structure tends to disperse the energy over the entire velum at lower
amplitudes. Also, structural interfaces usually reduce shock levels.
However, welded Joints in truss members Are not cha_acterlzed by reducing
the shock environment.
Limited data on variation in material and on mess loading have not
exhibited significant smplitude reduction.
Isolation devices near the shock source, in the intervening structurep
and at _rltical ecpllpmout mountln$ locations have been capable of reducln_
shock amplitude by 507. to 90%. Isolatlns the shock source from the struc-
ture generally involves absorbing the energy, _hile isolation of an equl_
mmnt location ulually depends on limttivg trans_tssibility to the equip_nt.
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l2.9 Formulation of a Follow-On Rese_
The objective of this effort is to define and outline • folios-
on research program from the inform_tion obtained in the present study.
The results of this investigation, which has utilized vast quantities
¢,f data and information obtained throughout the aerospace industry, have
indicated several specific areas where additional investigation is re-
quired. These areas are as follows:
a. Teat Simulation;
b. Techniques for Predicting Shock Propagation;
c. Damage and Failure Criteria.
2.9.1 Test Sin_latlon
This investigation has revealed the need for a more th@rough
study of the basic requirements and methodology associated with simula-
tion of the pyrotechnic shock environment, for both full scale and compon-
ent shock testing
For full-scale tests such as spacecraft separation, a fundamental
need is the development of testir.g techniques which would provide a
reasonable margin of safety in shock amplitudes, as well as r._peated
applications of shock0 in order to obtain confidence in the reliability
of the design. Data from the ground test and other sources (as described
in Section 2.6) have indicated that the required results may be achievable
through the proper design of test fixtures or operational on the shock
source(s).
The lrLde varie__y of equipmnt and techniques presently in use for
testing components does little to impart confidence in this field of
testing technology. There appears to be an urgent need for standardiza-
tion in this eras. To achieve a standard msthodolosy, at least to the
degree that vibration testing is currently standardized, will requi_e
definition of the parameter(s) (i. e., waveform, velocity, _rL_quency con-
tent, number of stress reversals, etc. ) which are significant in pr@ducing
malfunction or faliure.
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!2.9.2 Damaze a_nd FaJ_lure Crlter_-
An area of great importance but lackln8 in information con-
terns damage and failure of equipment and structure. An investigation
that would relate failure of hardware to shock environment would add
sign£flcantly to the state-of-the-art of pyrotechnic shock. This is a
very broad area that encompasses many types of equipment and mounting
methods and would require intensive study and failure tasting to obtain
meaningful results.
2.9.3 lechnleuss for PredicCin. Shack Pro Daeation
A critical area that needs to be investigated is that of p_'e-
dictin 8 shock propagation. The analysis to date has indicated that an
analytical and experimental study of shock propagation of a fundamental
nature is needed. This study should attempt to understand the basic
mechanism of shock transmission and reflection at a Joint in a bar type
structure. An outline of such a study follows:
1) Perform maChematical analysis to develop a model. Analyses
would include one dimensional wave solution, modal and
Fourier techniques.
2) Perform an experiment on bar or truss structures which
include Joints.
3) Compa_'ison of test data to analysis and oxtension of these
techniques to available test data from actual aerospace
struc tufts.
Another area important to predict£_ shock environments is that of
mass loading. The need exiots to determine the relation between equip-
ment weight and the associated pyrotechnic shock anvironmut. This could
be accomplished by perforn_tng tests and analyses on:
4
1) An individual equipment installation on an airframe
(shell) structure.
2) An individual equipment installation on a trues structure.
3) An entire equipment truss with dlstribut_d masses elm, latin 8
equipment itm.
!
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2.10 A__plication of Shock Propa_a_i_..__Ua _
The objective of this task is to establish e_pirical/theoret_
ical relationships for predicting shock criteria, and to apply these
relationships to one class of pyrotechnic systems.
A study on shock propagation was performed during 1968, reference 60.
An analytical study and experimental test program were conducted on a
typical truss element that included several welded Joints. The object of
the study was to attempt to predict the transmission and reflection of
a single pulse at a Joint in a truss member and compare with experi-
mental results. The results of such a study could then be used as a
building block _o predict the time history resulting from a single pulse
in a complex structure.
A single pulse was produced by striking one end of a truss element
with a steel ball. The r_sulting transm/tted and reflected pulses were
photographed. These results were used to compare to the analytical
predictions.
An analysis that considered the Joint as a rigid body failed to
provide a solution to the problem. A second analysis utilized the test
data in an attempt to correlate the results with a static force balance
of the Joint. This analysis used formulas developed by Donnell,
Reference 10.
It Is apparent that the mechanism of shock propagation is much too
complex to be predicted by a simple mathematical model. Very little
work has been done on wave transmission in a bar of variable cross-
section, either analytical or experimental. Such a study may provide
the basic_ (knowledge) needed to arrive at a successful
prediction method. A _odal analysis or a finite difference method might
prove tractable.
It was observed in t.-'uss data that very near the shock source, say
3 inches, the major frequency of the shock spect_jm was above 10 KHz,
while the spectra for locations distant from the shock source peak at
frequencies wall below i0 KHz. It is now wall known that the intervening
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structure will affec_ the shock pulse but it is impossible to predict
the exact manner in which it is altered using present state-of-the-art
techniques.
Applying the one dimensional wave theory for a uniform bar will
allow prediction of a major frequency for a truss structure. In a
structure where the pyrotechnic device sends a pulse through a bar type
truss memeber located close to the source, a resonance in the longitudin-
al direction will be excited. The structure will attenuate the high
fre.ouency (above resonance) and there will be a peak response at the
resonance fre_,ency. The value of this resonant frequency is given by
the formula for the first fundamental mode of a bar:
V
f . c
2L
where
f " frequency in Hz
V = velocity of propagation, in/secc
L - length of truss member between Joints, inches.
This prediction method was compared with the results from _he ground
test. Location 2 was measured on a tube 65 inches long and the propagation
velocity is approximately 205,000 inches/second. The predicted frequency
is approximately 1600 Hz. The data in Figure 6 for location 2 longitud-
inal shows a resonance at 1600 Hz superimposed on a spectrum that has •
peak beyond 10 KHz. However, the two transverse measurements at loca-
tion 2 do not show any defin/te resonance in the lower frequencies.
This simple method provides a means of predicting frequencies caused
by intervening structure in truss type members. A question arises in
prr_ictln6 the ampli_icatlon gacteT of these resonance peaks above the
basic constant velocity line on the shock spectrum. It will depend on
the mmber of cycles of the time history. A slnusold that decays in i
__ eight cycles has an amplification factor of 5 for a shock spectrum (based i I
. on Q - 10). An mnplification factor of 10 would probably be conservative ; i
for most all cases. I
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2.11 Ground Test Pro_ra_
A centre led pyrotechnic shock test program on full-scale
structural components was conducted to provide specific information
concerning:
i) The repeatability of pyrotechnic shock measurenmnts;
2) The influence o_ intervening structure on shock propagation
including the effect on amplitude, waveform, and velocity;
3) The collection of basic information Co aid in the determination
of structural simulation requirements for pyrotechnic shock
_esting.
A total of 19 tests were performed on 4 structural configurations as
follows:
Configuration I -
Configurat£on II -
a
Configuration I_ -
Configuration III -
Configuration IV -
Payload truss installed on a transtage skirt
which was mounted on the ground (Fig. 56).
Payload truss freely suspended (Fig. 57).
Payload freely suspended with dummy satellites
installed,
Payload truss installed on a hydrostatic test
tool (rigid fixture) (Fi$. 58).
Payload truss installed on channel adapters
simulating longitudinal stiffness of tran-
stage skirt (Fig. 59)0
For each test, one separation nut was detonated, and 24 accelerometers
were monitored. The data obtained during these tests are presented in
Section II. B. I of Volume III| where the test confisuraCion, data acquisi-
tion system, reduction process, and structural configurations are described
in detail.
This test program resulted in a total of 456 time histories and shock
spectra Chat were utilized In the performance of ocher Casks involved in
this study.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF ANALYSES
A suu_ary of the analyses discussed for each task in Section 2.0
is given in this section.
A total of 2837 shock spectra were compiled and reduced for this
study. These data, together with descriptions of the tests, are con-
tained in Volumes II through V , f th:s report.
The data provided a large quantity of measurements for a variety
of test configurations, sLructures and types of pyrotechnic devices.
Table II in Section 2.1 provides a useful index to a11 of the data.
Thl8 table describes the structure and type of device for each test
in the four volumes and the number of measurements ava£1able. A llst
of the data sources is provided in Seclon 6.1 for further reference.
In the controlled ground test the repeatabillty of good shock
spectrum data was determined to be less than a factor of 1.5. The
spread of data in the Prime tests was found not to exceed a factor
of two f_r two identical nests. Lockheed determined from a series of
twenty two tests on the barrel tester that a "factor of 1.59 is a con-
servative estimate of the distribution that can_ be expected from pyro-
techn/c shock data."
Overall, experience indicates that good shock data will have a
specZrum repeatable within a factor of from 1,5 to 2.
Shock Characteri_ticA
The amplitude and frequency content of a shock spQcerum depend on
the type of pyrotechnic device and £ntervenins structure. It has been
found that near the shock source the main frequency content will be
above 10 KHz. Frequency content around _5 KHz can be present and can be
caused by the accelorometer mounting configuration (See Section 2.4).
A dc shift in the time history will produce a level of copmeant
acceleration in the low fEequency reelon of the shock spectrum. The
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shock spectrum of a truncated time history is quite often the same as the
unaltered spectrum indicating that the first few pulses dominate the
spectrum.
............ •-==o,._.y indicate the
r_gions of constant displacement, constant velocity, and constant acceler-
ation. It is possible that these parameters may be related to dm, mge
potential, especially the level of velocity content.
At tenu at Ion
Attenuation curves from this study and from the literature are
presented in Figures 29 through 31. It has been found that attenuation
curves from tim histories and from shock spectra ere very similar for the
same test. However, the attenuation for each str_cture is different and,
as the curves in Figures 29 through 31 show, a range of attenuation is
possible. It is interesting to note that honeyco_ offers very little
attenuation compared to other types of material and structure. Attenua-
tion curves should be used with discretion.
Fourier Aualyse_
Fourier Spectra for a number of shock measurements are given in
Figures 32 through 49. These Fourier spectra are compared to the
associated shock spectrum in each case, and in general, the shapes and
levels are similar. It is known that two different waveforms can produce
the same shock spect_um, but they may not have the same damage potential.
Since Fourier analysis produces a unique spectrum, it is expected that
Fourier techniqueb _ould potentially be more useful than shock spectrum
analysis, partlculary for simulation, and should be explored in depth.
quallt_
A large amount of pyrotechnic shock data has been quality rated by
a rating scheme that is described in detall in Section 2.3. The average
rating of all the data is 3.94, which can be described as adequate data.
The average of the flight data is i.08 which is rated as containing some
usuable data.
I
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The maln source of low rating that can be easily corrected (for
ground test data) is the lack of high frequency content in the shock
spectra. The poo_- quality of the flight data is due to the present
measurement techniques. Three possible techniques for obtaining fli8ht
data are :
i) Record the data at a high rate and play back at a slow rate;
2) The use of in-fllght analysis;
3) Record the data on a recoverable recorder.
Measurement Systems
The measurement system should be tested and quallfled to the en-
vironment applicable for its intended use. The recommended transducer
mounting configuration is the solid stud with a thin oll film at the
transducer/structure interface. (See Section 2.4).
The general method used to acquire data is standard thr@ughout
the Industx-j and a wide range of instruments are available.
The fundamental difficulty in obtaining flight measurements llee
in the storage and recovery of high _req_lency content.
The efficiency of spectra analyses depends on the quantity of data
to be reduced. Analog techniques provide the least expensive method for
a few measurements while a digital method would be preferred for a larger
quantity of data.
Sirs, lation
For shock development tests and for test articles which are too
large or heavy to test by conventional laboratory equipment, special
test installations utilizing ordnance devlcls attached to actual or
slumlated structure are _ecommended. The test results indicate that
some degree of structural simulation can be tolerated. It has been
found that some degree of overtesting caz_ be achlevad by a speclal mount-
ing configuration as in the ground test _roEra_
The MMIII test (I.A. 4) results hav_ shown that simulation of the
nS
the separation hardware is unchanged.
" _________t___J
For component testing, it i8 felt that convential shock machines
do not simulate the complex shock motions the equipment experiences in
actual practice. Current indications are that synthesis/analysis tech-
niques could provide adequate simulation of the pyrotechnic shock for
qualification testing, however, the cost differences n_st be recognized.
The "barrel teste_' technique is an effective means of qualifica-
tion testing for complex shock motions.
The present state-of-the-art of pyrotechnic shock testing preclude3
the reconlnendation of one specific technique for component qualification
testing. A correlation beL-ween damage potential and either shock spectrum
or shock waveform has not been established. Unt£1 this relationship is
established, the recon_ended testing techniques are those which best sinw
ulate both the complex shock waveform and the shock spectrum.
Failure Informat_o,
Section 2.7.3 contains a lin_ted amount of f_tlure information from
number of different sources. This list indicates the type of failures
that have been experieuced due to pyrot_chnic shocks but correlation of
the failure with the shock environments is lacking.
Volumes IV and V of this report contains a significant amount of
failure data on 119 items tested on the barrel tester. The shock en-
vtronn_nt is available for these data, but furnishes no conclusions
about the damage potential of the shock.
Mass Eff_¢t_
The ground test data (II.B. 1) and the _fflI data (I.A. 4) provides
some information on the effects of mass loading, but the results are
inconclusive. It is felt that mass loading, in general, will affect the
shock environment. A series of tss-'s to detar_Lne the effect of mass
loading are planned and the results o£ these tests (Vhen completed) will
be nade available as an addendum to this report.
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7Shock Propagation
The state-of-the-art in predicting shock levels is based on attenua-
tion curves and extrapolation of the data from previous experiments.
For these purposes, this report will provide a valuable guide to the
engineer.
Prediction techniques based on analytical models are nonexistant and
need to be explored. The basic mechanism of shock propagation in complex
structures can only be understood by developing a mathematical model and
correlating this with experimental results.
Exploslve Devices add Their Characteristics
For separation devices, it is well known and documented that a
bellows type of Joint w_ll significantly reduce the shock environment
over a device that severs a significant amount of material.
Volume IV of this report correlates the increase in shock en-
vironment with an increase in both grain size and thickness of severed ma-
terlal. However, the total data indicate that the grain size is usually
less important than material thickness.
It has been found that there is no slgnlf_cant d_fferencm in the
shock enviroument produced by a single or a dual separation nut for
truss structures.
In general, fairing separation is a more severe event than either
the pin release or cable cutting event. An explosive bolt is more severe
than an explosive nut. The 1 ,ovels associated with cartridge actuated
devices are dependent upon the chargq mize, th& recoil characteristics,
and the energy released into the systan by severing material, e_.
S__trucrural Effects
The intervening structure plays a most important role in attenuating
the shock level, but the exact nature of this effect is unknown. It is
interemtins that a skin/rins-fraam structure will produce a signature
whose frequency content is more dispersed than in a truss structure.
(See data of Section II. B. 1 of Volume III).
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Addition of extra material at a Joint will provide attenuation
as will a poor contact surface at a Joint.
The shock levels in metal and phenolic appear the same_ while honey-
comb is a very poor attenuator when used as a load carrying structure.
_solat_on
Isolation devices near the shock source, in the intervening struct-
ure, and at critical equipment mounting locations have been capable of
reducing shock amplitude by 50 to 90%. Isolating the shock sources from
the structure generally involves absorbing the energy, while isolation
of an equipment location usually depends on limiting transm_sslbillty to
the equipment. Most data indicate that the softer (lower durometer) the
isolatlon device, the greater the shock reduction.
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b4.0 NEW TEChnOlOGY
None
5o0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1
The £mportance of understanding pyrotechnic shock problems has
recently become acute within the aerospace Industry. An exaz.4naCian of
available data and literature throughout the industry have led to several
definite conclusions regarding the handling of pyrotechnic shock problems.
The specific results that have come into focus during th_ course of this
study are lista_i below:
I) A standarized format for reporting shock data needs to be established
throughou_ the aerospace industry. This format should include a de,tailed
descr_ptlon of the pyrotechnic devices, structure and locatlon of
measurement transducers.
2) An agency needs to be established to acctunulate and dissa_nate
data obta£ned from pyrotechnic shock testing that goes unreported_ and to
aid in establishing standarized methods for shock testinS and reporti_.
(The Shock and Vibration Digest, a publication of the Shock and Vibration
Infox_ation Center, contains information on meetings and abstracts from
a large number of periodicals). :_
3) The large amount of data in these volu_s offers an excellent
source of information to aid in the design and analysis for pyrotechnic
environment. :
4) Repeatability of shock data is claracterized by a spread factor
of 1.5 to 2.0. A spread greater than 2.0 is not cons___re_ 8ood r_-
peatabllity and the data acquisition/reduction system is questionable.
5) Att_nuation data representative of the industry are presented
for various structures in this report.
Attem_ation curves offer a _ethod of predictin_ shock e_vironmsnts
but must be used _r_th care and experi_ncs.
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6) Significant high frequency energy (above 5 KHz) is present in
pyrotechnic shock data but its effect on damage and failure is unknown.
7) Isolation devices can be employed either at the source or at
equipment locations to reduce shock levels by as much as 50 to 90%.
8) Digital shock spectrum analysis requires a digitization rate
of 10 samples per cycle of the highest frequency analyzed to produce
accurate results.
9) The Fourier and shock spectrum of a pyro_chnie shock are str_lar
in shape and level. The full potential of Fourier techniques has not
been exploited; many pulses yield similar shock spectra rbut the Fourier
spectra for pulses are different than for complex time histories. A
digital Fourier analysis having a digitization rate of I0 san_les per
cycle of the highest frequency present in the trans£ent produces accurate"
results. Care should be taken to avoid "fold ove_' effects,
I0) Quality of pyrotechn/c shock data in the aerospace industry
could be improved by using "shock rated" accelerometers and extending
the frequency range of the analysis.
II) The quality of flight data is poor for pyrotechnic shock
analyses due to the llm_ted capability _f flight acquisition system_.
12) Measurement systems for ground tests of pyrotechnic shock
are g_nerally satisfactory throughout _he industry.
13) The barrel tester technique and other methods usin 8 pyrotechnic
devices to provide shock simulation for qualification testing of equip-
ment are recommended over other simulation techniques.
14) The mechanical methods of shock simulation that provide the
specified shock environment by means of a complex waveform simulating
a pyrotechnic shock pulse are preferred over simple pulse shock tests.
15) An overtest can be achieved in full-scale testing by altering
the mounted configuration of the test speciwn. The te4t configuration
required for obtaining an overtest of a 8iven deslSn is still determined
largely by trial and error.
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16) A general ordering of the comnonly used pyrotechnic devices
according to the severity of th_ environment produced follows:
A) linear explosives (MDF and FLSC) in separation Joints;
B) explosive bolts;
C) separation nuts;
D) pin-pullers, pin pushers, cable cutters, bolt cutters.
This order does not necessarily hold in all cases but is representative
of most data.
17) Failure data has not been sufficient to relate the shock en-
viromnent to damage potential. The subject of damage and failure
criteria needs to be studisd in depth and include well-planned test(s).
18) The application of shock propagation theory to develop an
analytical modal for prediction of shock environnmnts has been un-
successful. A very real need exists to develop this area starting with
the simplest models and substantlat_ with t_st data.
19) Peaks in the shock spectrum occur at frequen_ies that coincide
with truss member resonances.
5.2 l_eco_endation fqr Future St_d7 (See Section 2._)
The results of this investigation, which has utilized vast
quantities of data and information obtained throughout the aerospace
industry, have i_3icated several specific areas where additional lnvesti-
tatlon is required. These areas are:
a. Test S/Jnulatlon;
b. Techniques for Predicting Shock Fropagat£on;
c. Damage and Failure Criteria|
d. Mass Loadlng Effects;
s. Transducer Mounting Effects.
It is recommended that an analyt_.cal and experimeutal study be per-
formed to determine the basic mechanism of pyrotechnic shock propa_:ion.
This investigat£on should begin with simple pyrotechnics and structures
and progress to the more complicated types as used in a_rospace industry.
'4
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it is recommended that an InvesClgatlon be perfvrmed that would
relate failure of equipment to the shock environment. This study
should determine the causes of failure and methods to prevent them,
such as isolation and methods of design.
It is recommended that an investigation be performed to provide
the basic requirements and methodology for slnmletlon of the pyrotechnic
shock env£roument of different devices, for both full scale and component
qualification temting.
It is recommended that the effect of mess loading on the shock en-
vironment be investigated to aid in the state-of-the-art design of
equipment mountlng configurations.
It is recommended that an investigation be performed to determine
transducer mountlng effects on the frequency and ampli=ude characteristics
of a shock transient.
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APPENDIX A
METHODS OF FOURIER AND SHOCK
SPECTRA ANALYSIS
i.l Fourier Transform Methods
An in:_pectir,rl of t,_,eliterattu'e in the field of shock and
vibr_tion indicates that very little practical application
of i"o_u'io1"tr:_nsform techni {ues ]_asbeen -_ccom._)lished.This is
Jue to th<_ absence of an efficient, accttr_te and ec :nomical method
of producins a Fourier _ransforn_oi" a complex digital record.
i straightforward application of the definition of a Fourier series
transformation to N samples of data requires N2 computations which
represents appreciable computer time if N is large. ReGently a
method of deterc,Jning a Fourier transform was discovered t:at
reduces the computations from N2 to N log 2 N. This reduces the
num0er of computations by the factor (log2N)/N. The basic method
is called the "Fast Fo_trier Tr<nsform" technique. The 1967 June
issue of t,_e IEEE Journal of Audio and Electroacoustics, volume
AU-15, number 2, was devoted to the description and applications
of this tec.hr_ique. A very good article that gives an insight
into the det_{ils of this t_ch:.±que is in the December issue of
the same Joumnal by E. O. Brigham and R. E. Morrow (Reference 2).
A computer program has been developed um.der this technique
and is available through the SHARE library. The basic subroutine
program is c_,iled P. K. FORT and performs a complex Fourier
transformation on a complex function (complex in the mathematical
sense). Another subroutine called HARM has the ability to perform
a three dimens_ona!, complex Fourier Transformation, but can be
A-?
used to obtain a one dimensional transformation. The listing of FORT
is contained at the end of this section.
One aspect of this algorithm that _s peculiar to these
programs is the number of data samples (N) wt_c_n _-_sed.
The program can operate only on an integwal number of samples
which is a power of two, i.e. 2M = N. FORT is limited to
M = 13 and _RM is limited to M = 20. (213 = 8192).
There are three parameters important to any analysis
of sampled data; the sample rate (SR), the number of samples
(_, and the time interval (T) of the record being nnalyzed.
They are zeLted by
SR • T = N (i)
Two of these are selected for a particular problem and
the third is determined by equation (i). Because of the special
nature of FORT, the number of samples (N) has to be set equal to
a power of 2. A Fourier transform converts a time series into a
function of freque::cy. The frequency resolution depends on the
length of the time record (T) and is given by:
F =i
T (2)
The choice of the frequency resolution and sample rate will
depend on the particular problem and the desired information.
There is one factor limiting the sample r_te and that is "frequency
foldover" or "aliasing". The minimum sample rate must be twice
A-3
the frequency for which energ_ i_ presented in a given time signal.
If the sample rate is less tha;l this value the energy present
_bove one half the sa_nple rat_: will be "folded over" into the
frequency range less than one half the sample rate. The re-
sulting Fourier transfor_ will give a false indication of
energy. Another important factor affecting the sample rate is the
number of samples per cycle for the highest frequency present.
Theoretically, for an infinite record of random noise that is
stationary, the minimum sample rate is two samples per cycle.
However, for transient or non-stationary time signals the recommended
sample rate is from 5 to i0 samples per cycle. It appears to
be generally agreed that lO samples per cycle is sufficient but
there is no agreement on a minimum sample rate for try. ,nt
deta. If the analog _ata has been filtered to a specific freq-
uer_cy then a sample rate of twice this frequency will be sufficient
for Fourier spectra.
Therefore, the actual sample rate, the length of record, and
the number of samples must be selected for each problem and depend
on the type of results desired. One other important phenomenon
governing the choice of the above parameters is frequency spead-
ing. If the energy is contained in a narrow frequency band and
the resolution is much larger than this bandwidth, the energy
will appesr to be "spre_d" over the frequency bandwidth F.
The two programs, FORT and H_RM, have been _uccessfully
e_nployed on a number of real time histories _nd on a theoretical
pulse. The work on the theoretical pulse provided the initial
experience and a check on the accuracy of the programs. Section
2.2.6 contains Fourier spectra obtained using this method.
The original time histories were digitized on a Redcor
analog to digital converter at a sample rate of 1OO,O00 samples
per =econd. The information present On these FM tapes is band
limited by the recording amplifiers to 20 K Hz. The number of
samples analyzed was 8192, i.e. M = 13. FORT was used to per-
form the Fourier transformation. The length of record was T =
8192/100,OOO = 81.92 milliseconds. The frequency resolution was
F = 1 = 12.2 Hz. The result is a complex valued
0.O8192
function that gives information on the energy content every
12.2 Hz to 50 K Hz. The information present at 10 K Hz has
then been sampled at a rate of 10 samples per cycle. Because of
the high sample rate, fold over is not a problem. The frequency
resolution at the very low freouencies (below approximately 1OO Hz)
may not be adequate for an exact definition of the energy present
at these frequencies.
It is important to note that the c_lculation of the Fourier
transform (utilizing either FORT or HARM) includes a normalization
factor 1/N in the computations. To obtain results which are
properly scaled in the frequency domain, each output data point
must be m_Lltiplied by N • t, which is equal to the record length (T).
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SUBROUTINEFORT
C
C
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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C
C
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE FORT (A,M,S, IFS,IFERR !
FOURIER TRANSFORM SUBROUTINE, PROGRAMMED IN SYSTEMI360,
BASIC PROGRAMMING SUPPORT, FORTRAN IV. FORM C28-650 _&
THIS DECK SET UP FOR IBSYS ON IBM 7094.
DOES EIIHER FOURIER SYNTHESIS,I.E.,COMPUTES COMPLEX FOURIER SERIES
GIVEN A VECTOR OF N COMPLEX FOURIER AMPLITUDESoOR, GIVEN A VECTOR
OF COMPLEX DATA X DOES FOURIER ANALYSIS,, COMPUTING AMPLITUDES.
A IS A COMPLEX VECTOR OF LENGTH Nz2**M COMPLEX NOS. OR 2*N REAL
NUMBERS. A IS TO BE SET BY USER.
M IS AN INTEGER D.LT.M.LE. 13, SET BY USER.
S IS A VECTOR 5(J): SIN(Z*PI'J/NP ), J=I,2, .... ,NP/W-I.
COMPUTED BY PROGRAM.
IFS IS A PAf_AMETER TO BE SET BY USER AS FOLLOWS-
IFS:O TO SET NPzZ*,,,M AND SET UP SIPIE TABLE.,
IFSzI TO SET N:NPzZ*,M, SET UP SIN TABLE, AND DO FOURIER
SYNTHESIS, REPLACING THE VECTOR A BY
X(Jt: SUM OVER KzO, N-1 OF A(KI*EXP(2*PI*I/NI**(JsK)r
JzO,N-I, WHERE IzSQRT(-I)
THE X-S ARE STORED WITH RE X(J) ZN CELL Z*J+l
AND IM XfJ) IN CELL 2"J+2 FOR J:Otl,2,...,N-I.
THE A-S ARE STORED IN THE SAME MANNER.
IFS--i TO SET NzNPzZ **Me SET UP SIN TABLEt AND DO FOURIER
ANALYSIS, TAKING THE INPUT VECTOR A AS X AND
REPLACING IT BY THE A SATISFYING THE ABOVE FOURIER STRIES.
IFS:+2 TO DO FOURIER SYNTHESIS ONLY, WITH A PRE-COMPUTED S.
IFS:-2 TO DO FOURIER ANALYSIS ONLY, WIIH A PRE-'COMPUTE'O S.
IFERR IS SET BY PROGRAM TO-
:0 IF NO ERROR DETECTED.
:I IF M IS OUT OF RANGE., OR, WHEN IFS:*2,-Z, THE
PRE-COMPUTED S TABLE I5 NOT LARGE ENOUGH.
:-1 WHEN IFS :+I,-I, MEANS ONE IX RECOMPUTING S TABLE
UNNECESSARILY.
NOTE- A_ STATED ABOVE_, THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF M FOR THIS PROGRAM
ON THE IBM /09q IS 13. FOR 360 MACHINES HAVING GREATER STORAGE
CAPACITY, ONE MAY INCREASE THIS LIMIT BY REPLACING 13 IN
STATEMENT 3 BELOW BY LOG2 N, WHERE N IS THE MAX. NO- OF
COMPLEX NUMBERS ONE CAN STORE IN HIGH-S_EED CORE. ONE MUST
ALSO ADD MORE DO STATEMENTS TO THE BINARY SORT ROUTINE
FOLLOWING STATEMENT 2q AND CHANGE THE EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS
FOR THE K-S.
DIMENSION AI]I, _lI It K(lq)
EQUIVALENCE (K(I3t,KI),(KI12),K2) _(K(I1),K3),IK(IO)'Kq)
EQUIVALENCE (1_1 9),KS),IKI 8;,KS) e(K(7) .KT) ,(K( G),Kt_|
EQUIVALENCE (K( 5),K9 ),IKI qt,KlO) ,(K( 3),Kll) ,(K( 2)tKIZ)
EQUIVALENCE (K( l),KZ])e( KII 1,N21
IF'IM) 2,2, 3
A-6
7 CALL HARM IA.MI, ZNV,S, ILe]FERR)
GO TO 9
S CALL FORT IAeN_,$,ILelFERP!
C IF ZFERR IS ZERO THE SUBROUTINE HAS EX(CUTED CORRECTLY
9 WRITE let LOS) IFERR
C TI_ COHPUTER t'ZH[ EXPENDED AFTER EXECUTION HAS BEEN RETURNED
C THE NA]H PROGRAM [S PRINTED OUT
CALL CPVMSI BI
WRITE (S,I tO IB
C THE FREOUENCY INCREM;rNT IS leo DIVIDED BY THE LENGTH OF RECORD
C THE Ri_ASON FOR THIS IS THAT ONLY SINUSOIOS OF CERTAIN
C FREGU(NCIES rILL FIT AN INTEGRAL NUMBER OF CYCLES INTO THE
C CHOSEN TIME INT_mVAL
C THE FKEGUENCY SCALE IS GENERATED IN ANV WHILE THE CO IS PLACED
C IN S
DEL-I.D/2.Oq8
S {I I--At L) *Z.O_B
DO 13 1:2,101
ANV (I)-ANV([-|) *DEL
13 S(II:A(2*I-I) *2.OR8
C PLOT THE REAL PART OF THE TRANSFORM
READ (5,1Ol)PTITL(
TO
CALL PLOTI (ANV, St IOI*ItO-GeSoOtqHFREOtZHCO, PTITLEeO,_el.2OqB)
C THE OUAD IS PLOTTED IN A SIHILAR MANNER
DO IS l:I.IaI
15 S (1):AI2* I)*2.0q8
READ (S.lOl)PTITLE
CALL PLOT| (ANV, Se |OltltO. OtS. OoqHFREOtqHOUAD*PTlTLE,Oe].el,ZOq8)
C NOV YHE MAGNITUDE OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM IS CAL. CULATEO
C AND PLOTTED
DO 16 I:I,IDI
16 $(I)=SORT(!AtZ*I-I)a*ZI÷(AiZ_I)**Z)),z. oq8
READ (5,]O])PTITL(
CALL PLOTI IANV, SeIOItItO. OeS. OtqHFREO,3HMAGtPTITLEtO|,|tI|,2048,"
C FINALLY THE PHASE IS DETERH[NED AND PLOTTED
O0 17 I:1,101
17 S _I)-ATAN2( (A (2*1); ,(A f 2, I-l) )) *$7.3
READ (5,10]IPTITLE
CALL PLOT1 (ANV, S.|OIolID. D,S.O,_HFREG,SHPHASE,PTITLEtQ,I, lt2OqB!
C DUE TO ADDITIONAL INTEREST THE ASSOCIATED PSO IS CALCULATED
C AND PLOTTED
DO 18 1:1,101
i8 5lll:Z.O_8 "((A(2*I-I)*"2I'_(A(2*It**2)) "2.0
READ (5,1011PTIrLE
CALL PLOT1 (ANV, S, IOItl,OoO,S.O|'qHFREQt3HPSD,PTITLE. O.|,|w2Oq8)
C SUBROUT[NE START ALSO SERVES TO STOP THE PROGRAM ONC( THE
C DATA CARDS ARE EXHAUSTED
GO TO 5
STOP
( ND
A-T
SHOCK SPECTRUM METHOD
Reference 12 describes a method of performiDg a shock spectrum
by using a recursive filter. A recursive filter is an efficient
method of calculating the response of single degree of freedom
oscillator and is discussed in detail in Reference 12 . This
method was used to calculate the shock spectra presented in
section 2.2.6. A listing of the program called SPOCK is contained
in this section.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
£
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SU3ROUIINF SPOCK(R,9*%RtNSoILtSStTH,FO,LI tNI-')
DIMENCION _(I ),SS(I) ,TM(I) iF&(1) ,Pl IILF (4)
SUgROLJTINF. PRODUCES S_40CK Sr)ECTf_UM AND TIME OF OCCURANCC OF MAX
AMPLITtJU[ FC'_ THIP[ _ OCTAVF BAN_ FRFP, UENCIFS FROM ](THE TO
2F]O3CiHZ OR FO_) ANY '_ET OF F_EQUFNCIFS THE USER DESIRES.
AN OPTION IS PROVIDED TO PLOT THE SHUCK SFECTPU_' A_.D TIME SPECTBUM
ON LOG AND SEMILOG G_APNS
MAIN PROGRAM HUST CALL TN!I28C
MAIN P_C_GPAN ')I,_EHSIONS SS,TM,FC), EqUaL TO _F. SEF_ _ELOW NF.
IN.E OUTPlIT CA,_J L_E PEAr) IrJ THE _AIN PPOF-PAM AS S_,,I';,FO.
SUBPOtIT I_JF" A_;UI4_ N IS
R: VFCTCP OF INPUT TIME HISTORY. S IZt- MUST ¢_E r.T LEAST (NS)
Q: A,_P FACTOR :I.fl/2.(DAMPI_qS RAITO). MUST NOT EXCEED IO(].
SP: FAMPLE PATE USE[ _ TO _C,JMPLF TI_E HISTORY P (I) .
NO: t',!UMF_E'_ UF SAMPLFS OP TIME HISTORY
_ECALL THE FORMULA SP.I:_JS W'HEPF T:TTM_ DURATION
ANO ).O/T : F_I_TQUENCY RESOLUTION
IL: Of_IPUT OPTION NU,_P_P
: _ ({_OFS ,_OT PLOT SPECTRA)
: ! (PLOTS SHOCK AND TIME SPRCTPA)
S_ - SHOCK _P_CTRA VALUES
TM , MAX AMP TIME VALUerS
FQ : FREQ VALUES
Ti-_E ABOVE IHPEF MUST _F DIMENSIONE[. EXACTLY (3_) ]N
TH_ CALL I,NG PO_)GRAM IF LI : O. IF L! : ! THEN I'VE USER
D(_MENSIONS THESE" T_RETE FOP THF NUMBER OF FC(1).
T_O OTIIL_T S '_UST 4E REAO AS DATA EACH TIME SPOCK IS CALLED IF IL:!
THE ACC .tNOCK SPECTRUM VALUES SS(1) APF IN UNITt OF INPUT ACE
TO COHVLPT TO VFL SHOCK SPECIRUM SS(II :SS (I)/(G.23*FQ(1))
L! : ] U_,EP SETS UP FQ(I) VALUES _ESIPED IN C_LLING PROGRAM
:: 0 F_(1) DETERMINED BY ;_ROG_A!_ W_ICH 9FTS UP 34 FREO
AT IHIF_D OCTAVE FREO
NF : NUMBF_R Oc CREQU_NCIES F;I(1). DIMENSION 3h IF L! : U.
CHECK VALUE OF DAMPIN'3 r)ATIO
IF(._.GT. i01.) l,P
2 CONT INUE
IF (LI.GT.O.fl) GO TO 10,11
11 CONTINUE
SET UP THIRO OCTAVE L_AND FREQ
FO(]):IO.
FQ(21:I2.5
FO(3l:lfi,
FQ(4)--2(]°
F0(5):25.
FQ(_,)z3Z°
F0(7}:4:].
FO(,3lzSq.
FO(OI:6._,
FO(I{]) :r_O.
DO _ I -- ll,3_
FQ(1) : FO(I-IO).IO.O
Ir_ CONTINUE
SETS UP CC)NST_NTS USEC_ IN FILTER
T: I.O/SP
r)INV:! .9/'_
DO 5 Jz! ,NF
V : Go2@31_5_ ,FQIJ)
PO :W_'T.OINV
SQR: SQRT(q.C*O.O-I.D|
ARG : PO..S$SQR
CC
23
21
5
?0
101
31
I
102
3
Pl:PO*FXP!-PO*. 5l. I (¢?.re0,O-I._)*SIN (ARCI /SQR !
q! :-2.0*Ew'P(-PO.. 5)sC.O£{ A_G)
02: EYP(-PO)
IN[TILIZC THE CONSTANT_
: A,_S(R(I))
C1 : P(1)
C2 : _(I)
CALCULATC TH_: OUTPUT OV FILTER FOR EACH INPUT
nO 21 I : 2_N._
C : PO*R([) + PI'P(I-I) -01"CI - Q2*C_'
C2 : C1
C1 : r
- COSiARG) )
oOI;l t
CNECK FOP MAX VALUE OF OUTPUT
X : A_S(C)
!F{Z_GT.X) 21,23
Z : X
N : I
CONT INUE
S__(J) = Z
TM(J) _- N*T
CO,NT!NUE
!F(TL,EO.I) 30,31
C.ONTINU_
FORMAT (_AlO!
R['AD(_, ICl)PTITLE
CALL PLOT ? (FQ, SS, 34, I , £1WFREO, 2NSS,PT ITL .F',3, O, 3_4)
READ {5, IOI }PIITLE
CALL PLOT?(F0,TM,34,1,4MF_Eg,hHTIME,P!TITLE, 3,n,34l
CONTINUE
GO TO 3
WPITE(5,102)
FORMAT(IUX:*YOU HAVE EXCEFOED A g:IOO, PP0GRAM _TOP*I
STOP
CONTINUE
RE TURI_
END
h-lO
APPENDIX B
QUALITY RATING SH_TS
_uaiity .Rating Sheets
T_e effo_t on Task C resulted in a quality r_ting of the data
compiled under Ta_ks A and K. A discussion of _he rating scheme is
contained ia 6ection 2.3 of this volume. The rating sheets contained
in this appendix are in the same _rder as t:_e reports appear in
Volumes II & IIi.
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